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The "Liberty B·o ys" dashed down the slope and beaded the wagons off. They shot the guard of the
first wagon and the driver elevated his handa in terror. "Don't shoot!" he cried.
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The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard
OR,

ON THE HIGH HILLS OF SANTEE.
By HABBY MOORE.

CHAPTER I .
THE "LIBERTY BOYS' " HORSE GUARD.

1

"Orderly!"
"Yes, .sir."
"There is, in my force here in Charleston, a company of
young men known as 'The Liberty Boys of '76.' "
"Yes, sir."
"Their commander is a young man by the name of
Slater-Dick Slater.''
"Yes, sir.''
"I wish to see this young man, Dick Slater, at headquarters, as rnon as possible."
"Very well, General Lincoln."
The orderly bowed and withdrew.
It was April of the year 1780.
General Benjamin Lincoln was in command of the patriot army of the South, with headquarters in Charleston,
South Carolina.
This army consisted of about three thousand men.
A few days prior to the one on whic:h we write, Dick
Slater and a portion of his company, to the number of
twenty, had arrived in Charleston.
The young commander of the "Liberty Boys" had been
sent down there from the North by General Washington,
with a me~sage to General Lincoln, and as he was to travel
rapidly he had selected nineteen of his men to accompany
him. The nineteen were the youths who had the best and
swiftest horses, and they had m,ade fast time on the trip,
and had reached Charleston, and Dick had delivered the
message.

The young man ;yas now waiting to see whether General
Lincoln had any return message to send.
General Lincoln was sitting there, looking down at the
floor in a sober, thoughtful manner, when the door opened
and the orderly announced:
"Dick Slater."
As he stepped back away from the door a handsome
young man of perhaps twenty years entered, and doffing
his hat, bowed to the general.
"Good afternoon, General J.;incoln," the newcomer said,
in a full, musical voice. "You sent for me?"
"Ycs, Captain Slater. Have a seat," motioning toward
a chair.
Dick Slater took the seat and then looked inquiringly at
his superior officer.
"Captain Slater," said the general, after a few moments of silence, "I have sent for you to ask you to do some
work for me."
"I shall be glad lo make myself useful during the time
that I am here, sir."
"A h, that is what I wished to speak of, first, Captain
Slater. Did the commander-in-chief say anything ;egarding how long you were to remain here?"
The young man shook his head.
"No; he said nothing regarding that at all, sir."
"But you supposed you were to merely bring the message and . then return?"
"Yes.''
"Well, in the letter which the commander-in-chief sea t
me, by you, he said that if I ·needed any aid that I might
retain you and your guard here awhile and put you to
work."
"Indeed?" said Dick.
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"Yes. How does that suit you ?"
"First-rate, sir."
"Then you are not in a hurry to go back?"
"Not at all; I am more than willing to go wherever duty
calls me, and to' stay there as long as it is wished that I
shall stay. I like it here, very much, and so do the members of my guard, and I would be glad to remain awhile and
help you, if there is work that I can do."
"Well, there is work that you can do, Captain Sla~er, I
am sure. From what I have heard of you and your
'Liberty Boys,' there is work to be done · here that can
better be done by you than by any other persons."
"What is the nature of the work, sir?"
"It is scouting and spying, Captain Slater."
"That is the kind of work I like."
"So I have heard. ind I have heard, also, that you are
wonderfully expert and successful at this work."
"I always do my best, sir."
"And that is good enough. Now, as you may know,
qaptain Slater, General Clinton has come down into this
part of the country, and his intention is, undoubtedly, to
capture Charleston."
"There can be no doubt regarding that, sir."
"Well, I wish to have informat\on regarding him and
his operations in this vicinity, and I believe that you can
keep me informed, if anybody can do so; and that is the
reason I have sent for yem."
"I shall be glad to undertake the work, General Lincoln."
"I am glad to hear you say that."
"I shall enter upon the work at once, sir ?"
"Yes, at once."
"Very well. Am I to go and come as I please?"
"Certainly, Captain Slater. I shall give orders to that
ffect."
·
"And for my men to pe allowed to do the same?"
"Yes, certainly."
"For I shall need the assistance of my horse guard,
~ir."

"Of course."
"When doing real spy work I can work better alone; but
when scouting, it is better to. have a party along, so as to
put up a fight should a party of British be encountered
suddenly and unexpectedly."
"Yes, yes,; I understand."
"And you will wish me to report every day?"
"As nearly as may be; of course, if nothing 0£ importance has been learned, there may be a wait for two or three
days, till something is learned."
"Ve;y well. Then I will report every day, or as often
as it is necessary."
"That is satisfactory, Captain Slater."
"Very well. I will now be going."
The young "Liberty Boy"· rose, and saluting, bade the
general good afternoon, and took his departure.
"Jove," he said to himse.M'. as he was leaving the. house,
"'this will please the boys, I- know. Some of them were say-

ing, just before I came away from their quarters a little
while ago, that they would like to stay down South awhile,
as they like it here, and 1.lOW they are going to get to do
so. I am well pleased, also, £or I like it, and shall enjoy
spending a few weeks here."
• He was soon baok at the quarters where the other "Liberty Boys" were, and as he had expected would be the case,
they began plying him with questions regarding what was
wanted by the generaL.
"I suppose we are to go back North, Dick?" remarked
Bob Estabrook, a bright, handsome youth, who was indeed
Dick's best friend a-Rd a lifetime comrade, they having
grown up together, their parents' homes adjoining, up in
Westchester county, New York.
"Guess again, Bob," with a smile.
"Aren't we to go back right away?"
"No." ·
"What did he want with you, then?"
"Something that will please you boys, when you learn
what it is."
This interested and excited the youths.
"Then .tell us what it is, quick."
"Yes, yes!"
"What did he want, Dick?"
"H0 didn't give you a message to carry back to t1'e commander-in-chief, then?"
"No," said Dick. "I will telr you what he wanted with
me."
"Go 3:'li:ead," from Bob, as Di'ck paused.
"He .·w.ants that we shall remain here awhile, and do
scout and spy work."
"Great Scott, Dick, is that so?" from Bob.
The others uttered exclamations of delight and sp.rprise,
as well.
"Yes, Bob."
"But I thought we had to return to the North."
"I thought so, too, Bob."
"Well, how do you know that we do not have to do
so?"
"There was something regarding the matter in the message that we brought General Lincoln."
"Oh, there was, eh?"
"Yes; General Washington wrote that if General Lincoln
could make good use of us he was welcome to keep us here
awhile."
"Hurrah! Say, I'm glad he wrote that!"
' am I."
"So
"And I! And I!"
. Dick gazed around upon the £aces of his "Liberty Boys,''
and smiled.
"I thought you would be pleased," he said.
"Pleased? We are more than pleased,'' said Bob.
"We're tickled half to death,'' from Mark Morrison.
"'rhot's phwat we are afther bein', begorra!" declared
Patsy Brannigan, the Irish member of the company.
"Yah, dot ish so!" from Carl Gookenspieler, the German
member.
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''Phwat d' yez know about it, Cookyspiller?" cried Patsy, broken-which they very nearly were-~ere a woman and
in supreme scorn. "Yez had betther kape thot pertaty- two girls, one about eighteen years old, the other perhaps
tbrap av your'n sh11t, so -yez had!"
sixteen.
"Don'd you vas gall me Gookyspiller!" exclaimed Carl,
The man in question was a patriot settler by the name of
excitedly. "Dot vas peen nod my name, py shimmanetty!" John Jordan. Th El woman was his wife, and the two
"Shut yer trap, Dootchy," said Patsy.
girls were their daughters.
"I vill shutted it ven I don'd vas gotted retty, you pig
The girls were named respectively Ruth and Lizzie.
I rishmans."
Ruth was the elder.
"That will do," said Bob. · "Shut up, both of you, or
Half an hour before we introduce them to the reader's
I'll take you by the back of the neck and bump your heads notice the party of redcoats had put in an appearance, and
together."
after having eaten all they wanted, had taken some things
"Don't do that, Bob," grinned Sam Sanderson. "Their from the house that suited his fancy. Not satisfied with
heads are so soft they would squash like an overripe musk- this they had demanded that the settler give them money.
melon if you were to do that."
He had replied that he had no money, but they said they
"Ton'd you pelief me!" said Carl. "My hait vas not so knew he was lying, and that he h~d money hidden about
much softness like d~t, you pet me.I'
the place somewhere. The truth was that 'the redcoats
"Shut up," said Patsy. "Pbwat's dbe madther wid yez, looked upon the patriot settlers as legitimate prey, and the
Do tchy? Don't yez see dhe byes are afther wantin' to foraging parties often secured gold and silver by threatentalk abhout dhe sc~utin' an' sphyin' worruk?"
ing to shoot or hang the patriots. They had threat~ned to
"You talk too muchness yourselluf, Irish," said Carl.
hang Mr. Jordan, but he had held out, protesting that he
Then the two subsided, and the youths discussed the had no gold or silver, and now they had the rope around
matter in all its bearings, and the more they talked of it his neck, and were ready to pull their victim up.
,the better they liked the prospect of remaining in the viThe leader of the party, a lieutenant, had given the orcinity and doing scout and spy work.
der, "Up with the rebel, men!" and the redcoats pulled at
"The general said we might get right to work, boys," the rope, tightening it, and choking the patriot; but they
said Dick, "so let's go out and bridle and saddle our horses had such work to do before, and understood that their
and start out."
leader did not wish the man pulled up just yet. The main
"That's the talk!" from Bob. "But, say, what shall we thing desired was that he should be frightened into telling
call ourselves, Dick?"
where his gold and silver was hidden.
"I'll tell you," said Mark. Morrison; "let's call our"How does that feel?" the lieutenant asked, a sneer in
selves 'The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard.' "
his voice.
"All right," was the cry, in chorus.
"I will acknowledg~ that it doesn't feel pleasant," was
"Three cheers for 'The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard'!" 1 the reply, in a voice that trembled somewhat. It was not
cried Bob Estabrook.
fear for his own safety that made the man's voice trem,The cheers were given, and then Dick cried:
ble, but sorrow for his wife and daughters. John Jordan
"Now, to horse, boys! We will be up and away at once.'' was a brave man.
Half an hour later "The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard"
"Ah, it doesn't feel pleasant, eh?"
rode out of Charleston and away into the country.
"No.''
"Well, it lies with you whether or not we shall go
ahead, and hang you till you are dead. Tell us where
your gpld and silver is hidden, and we will not hurt
you.''
CH AP TER II.
"I have already told you that 1 have no gold and silver."
A PATRIOT IN DANGER.
"Gold or silver, then. You certainly have one or the
other.''
"Up with the r ebel, men!"
"You are mistaken. I have neither."
It was a thrilling, a wonderfully exciting scene.
"You lie1 you blasted rebel!"
Standing underneath the spreading branches of a giant
"It is easy for you to tell a helpless man he lies."
tree, which stood beside ihe road running northward from
"Well, you do lie. You have gold or silver, or both,
Charleston, and about eight mil.es from the city, was a hidden somewhere about the place, and I know it.''
party of perhaps a dozen British soldiers. In their midst
"You are mistaken."
stood a man dressed like a £armer. His arms were tied
"Shall we pull him up, lieutenant?" asked one of the
together behind his back, and around his neck was a rope, men who had hold of the rope. He gave a jerk at the rope
the other end of which was thrown over a limb of the tree, aA he spoke.
and was now being held by half a dozen of the red"No, wait a moment, .ieffers. If he doesn't tell us
coats.
where the gold and silver is hidden we will hang him; that
Standing a few yards distant, weeping as though heart- is as certain as that you and I stand here. But .we want
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the money worse than we want his life, and I am going to
exhaust all the means I have at hand to make him talk,
before giving up."
"It will do you no good," said the settler. "If I had
any gold or s).lver I would gladly give it for my life, but I
have none."
"Rah! I have 11eard that same story many times before,
eh, boys?"
"Yes, yes!"
"And have found that the men who denied having gold
or silver strenuously for a time finally weakened, and told
me where I would find both gold and silver."
"That's right, lieutenant."
"Yes, and 1 think it will be the ·same 1here, m this
case."
Then the lieutenant went around and placed his hand
on the ~boulder of the weeping woman.
"Stop crying, and listen to me, woman," he said sternly.
The ..woman lifted her face from the fold s of her apron
and revealed eyes that were red from weeping.
"'I'ell me where your husband's money is hidden, wo\nan," the lieutenant said. "If you wish to save his life,
tell me at once." ·
"We have no ·money, sir," faltered the woman.
"Bosh!" with a st11mp of the foot and an impatient gesture. "I know better. I don't want to hear such talk.
Tell mr where the gold and silver is hidden, or yonr husband dies! Do you understand?"
"Yes, sir; but I-I-give you my word that-that-we
have no gold or silver."
An impatient exclamation escaped the lips of the young
lieutenant.
"Do you think more of your money than of your husliand ?" he asked, sneeringly.
"No, no; no, indeed! If we had the money I would
gladly give it up to save him. I would die to save him!
Oh, sir, put me in his place, and if you must hang someone
hang me!"
The woman held out her hands imploringly, and her
tones <.1.nd words were almost enough to move a heart of
stone. But the British officer had a very hard heart, and
he said angrily :
"Bah! Don't try to fool me. I know that you have
money hidden, and that you are simply trying to save it,
thinking that we won't hang your husband-but you are
mistaken. We will hang him! yes, we'll make an end of
him, as sure as you are standing here!"
"Spare him!" the woman pleaded. ·
"If he will tell where the gold and silver is hidden."
• said the man. "He is a
"Don't talk to him, Jane,"
heartless brute, and will do as he threatens, no matter if
you beg him on your · bended knees, to spare me."
"You are right, so far as my refusing to spare you is
concerned," said the lieutenant. Then he tapped the elder
airl ' Ruth., on the shoulder, and said:
b
''My girl, if you care anything for your father, tell us
where the money is concealed."

''I can't tell you, sir," the girl said, "for the reason that
we have no money."
"I know better; every man has more or less money on
hand. It is necessary, and I have found that in nine cases
out of ten the American farmers and settlers have some
money laid by, that they have cheated King George out of,
and 1 am making a business of collecting it."
"Do you turn it over to the king?" asked John Jordan,
in a sarcastic voice. Even though threatened with a horrible death, he was absolutely fearless.
"Ha, ha, ha! I don't mind telling you, my rebel friend,
that up to the present time I have not sent more than
a bushel of gold and silver to the king." And the lieutenant laughed heartily, his men joining in.
"I judged as much," said Mr. Jordan. "In fact, you are
nothing more or less than highway r6bbers."
"Don't use harsh language, rebel; it doesn't really become you, and it is not calculated to make us feel more
friendly toward you."
"I don't expect to make you feel friendly toward me.
And there is no reason why I should not speak my mind
and tell the truth."
I "Well, I don't know about that. It isn't always politic
to speak your mind, even though you migJ{t be telling the
truth. Very few people do so, under all circumstances.
The best thing you can do is to tell where your gold and
silver is concealed."
"I have none."
"Bahl" Then the lieutenant tapped the younger girl on
the shoulder.
"Do you care enough for your father to save his life,
miss?" he asked. "If so, tell us where the gold and silver
is hidden."
"I would tell you, sir, gladly, if we had any gold and
silver," was the reply; "but we have none."
"Bab; you all think more of""J'our money than you do
of the life of your father and husband. Well, let it be so.
and when we hang him up to that limb, you can look at his
dead body and realize that you are to blame for his
death."
"Oh-h-h-h!" moaned the girls, while the woman sobbed
out:
"You must not hang my husband, sir! Oh, please spare
him!"
"If you will tel1 where the gold and silver is conpealed."
"They can't do that, lieutenant," said the man. "There
is no gold or silver hidden about this place, so they
are helpless to save my life in the manner you speak
of."
The lieutenant made a gesture of anger and disgust, and
turning to his men, said:
''You boys hold onto the rope; the rest of you come into
the house with me. We'll make as thorough a search for
the gold and silver as possible, and then, if .:we don't find it,
we will hang the rebel."
"Let's hang him first, and all hunt for the gold," growled
one of the men who had hold of the rope.
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"Water-bring water, quick!" cried :Mrs. Jordan, and
Lizzie ran to the well and came back with a pail of water.
Mrs. Jordan poured some in her husband's face, and
then rubbed his face and temples, and Ruth chafed his
wrists, and presently he came to with a gaspl
Meantime the newcomers-who were no others than
Dick Slater and his horse guard-were busily engaged.
They had appeared just in the nick of time, and would
have been able to knock over a number of the redcoats had
it not been that the woman and girls were right in fife
midst of the British, and it would have been impossible
to fire on the enemy without endangering the lives of
the three.
The redcoats had recogruzecl the fact that to this they
were indebted for their safety, so far, and they retreated,
around the nouse, keeping the woman and girls between
them and ihe newcomer-s, who had leaped from their horses
and were running toward them. .
"After the scoundrels, boys!" cried Dick. "Get around
the house as q;uickly as possible, and the instant you catch
sight of them, give them a volley."
The youths replied that they would, and they dashed
past the little group on the ground under the tree, and
rnn around the house at the top of their speed.
When they came in sight of the redcoats they lifted
their muskets and fired.
As they fired while running at full speed, their aim was
not good-in fact, they did not really aim at all, but merely
' gues. ed at the elevation to give the muskets, and the result
. CHAPTER III.
was tlrnt only three of the redcoats dropped.
The next moment the others reached the timber, and
THE HORSE GUARD APPEARS.
quickly disappeared from view.
The "Liberty Boys" did not stop, but kept right on runThere was no doubt regarding the fact that the lieutenning. They w:·shed to strike the enemy as hard as posant meant what he said this time.
He was tired_, angry, and disgusted, and had made up his sible, and they entered the timber and followed closely
mind to hang the patriot, and thus be revenged for being upon the heels of the fugitives.
Dick caught sight of one of the men, and fired a shot
--as he deemed it-cheated out of the money he had exbrought the man down.
that
pected to secure.
When he .reached the side of the fallen man he thought
The men understood that their leader meant it also, and
they did not hesitate, but pulled down on the rope with the fellow was dead, but after a brief examination he saw
that his bullet had merely "creased" the soldier, stunning
all their might.
Up into the air went the patriot,. and as he did so him temporarily. _
The young commander of the Horse Guard blew a shrill
screams escaped the lips of the woman and girls.
"Spare him!" wailed the woman, falling upon her knees blast by placing his little fingers in his mouth.
This was a signal for his men to cease pursuing the
and holding up her clasped hands entreatingly. "Don't
enemy and return, and soon they were all back where he
hang my husband!"
"You are foolish to beg of me," sneered the lieutenant. 1 stood.
"There is o~ly one way to save him, and that is by--" I "Why didn't you let us follow them and bag some more
He never finished the sentence, for at that instant there of them, Dick?" asked Bob.
"I don't think we could have captured or killed any
came the clatter of horses' hoofs, and a party of twenty
more of them," said Dick. "And they might slip around
horsemen dashed up.
"Rebels!" cried the lieutenant; "run for your lives, and get our horses, and get away; so lay hold, four of you,
and carry this wounded man back to the house."
men!"
"He isn't dead, then?" asked Mark Morrison.
Those who had hold of the rope let go instantly, and
Mr. Jordan, almost strangled, dropped limply to the I "No, merely creased, which has rendered him temporarground; but his wife and daughters leaped to his 1:1ide and ily unconscious. I want to ask him a few questions as soon
. Ias he comes to."
·
quickly unfastened the rope.
"No," was the reply. "I will give him a chance for life,
for the sake of his wife and daughters, and then, maybe,
if we fail to find his hoard, they will meet me halfway, and
tell me where it is hidden."
The lieut>enant and five of the men entered the house,
and began searching for the money, which they thought
must be somewhere about.
They spent nearly an hour, and then came forth, looking
tired and disgusted, as well as angry.
"Find it?" asked one of the men holding the rope.
"No," was the growling reply. "\Ye didn't find it."
Then the lieutenant turned to the woman and girls.
"N 01~ is your time lo tell me where the money is," he
said. "It is your last chance. If you don't tell, and quickly, we will hang that rebel, as snre as anything can be!"
"We would tell you if there was any," said the woman;
"but we have no money, and now, please do not hang him,
sir! Please set him free! I beg of you not to hang him!"
"How about you, now, rebel?" asked the lieutenant,
stepping up and glaring into the man's eyes. "Will you
tPll where the money is concealed, and thus save your
life?"
"I .have long ago told you that I have no money," was
the firm reply.
"Up with the scoundrelly rebel, men!" roared the lieu•
tenant in a rage.
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Four of the boys lifted the unconscious redcoat and by me had you killed me, than !}'OU have done, for you have
carried him back to the house, and deposited him on the me a prisoner, here, tight and fast."
t
grass near where Mrs. Jordan and her daughters were
"Oh, well, I am not going to hang you until after you
working with the husband and father. Mr. Jordan had have had a chance to do something to save your life."
jnst come to, and Dick approached and asked if he might
"Hang me!"
v
have the pail for a few minutes.
'J'he fellow fairly gasped the words out, and stared at .
"I have a wounded man here," he explained, "and wish Dick in affright.
"S-surely y-you wouldn't h-hang me!"
to bring him to, so as to ask him a few questions."
1
"Certainly; take the pail; we don't need it now, for my
Dick pretended to be surprised. He arched his eyebrows
-ilusband has recovered consciousness," was the reply from and shrugged his shoulders.
the woman, who was delighted to find that her husband
"Why not?" he asked.
was not only not dead, but not much injured.
"Well, that would be murder."
By the time Dick a11d his comrades had brought the
"Well, what name have you for what you were doing to
redcoat back to consciousness M:r. Jordan was himself Mr. Jordan, here, when we appeared upon the scene a little
again and he walked up to Dick, and 0xtended his hand. while ago?"
'
"I wish to thank you and your brave young comrades
"Oh, we weren't going to really hang him,'' said the
for saving my life, sir," he said, earnestly.
redcoat.
"You are more than welcome, sir," was Dick's reply, as
"You were not?" in a skeptical voice.
he grasped the man's hand and shook it. "We are always
"No; we were just trying to frighten him into telling
glad to do anything to aid patriot settlers3 and to cause us where he had hidden his money."
the redcoats trouble."
"Indeed?"
"Yes, that's the truth."
"Who are you, sir, if I may ask?"
"My name is Dick Slater, sir."
"Let me ask you something."
"What is that? Dick Slater, you say?"
"All right. Go on."
''Yes, sir."
"Did you ever know an unconscious man to talk."
"Well, well! I have heard of you, Mr. Slater, but never
"No, I c~'t say that I have ever known anything of the
expected to see you."
·
kind."
"How comes it that you have heard of me?"
"Then how did you expect Mr. Jordan would be able to
"I have a son, Jack, who is in the Northern army, and 1 tell you where his money was hidden? He was unconhe was home a year ago, on a furlough, he having been scions when you let go of the rope and let him fall to the
wounded, and he told us all about you and about your ground."
'Liberty Boys.'"
"Is that a fact?" exclaimed the redcoat, with a very
"Indeed? Well, here are some of my command," indi- fair assumption of surprise, but which did not at all deceive
eating the youths.
Dick.
"I am glad to know you, boys," the man said. Then
"Yes, and you know it.''
he introduced Dick to his wife and dar.ghters, who were
"I assure you that you are mistaken, sir. I had no idea
greatly pleased to make the acquaintance of such a fa- the man was unconscious. Certainly he must not be able
mous young man as Dick.
to stand much choking."
When Dick had shaken hands with the woman '3.nd girls,
"What do you expect-that a man will be able to hang
he again turned his attention to the wounded redcoat, by the neck for five or ten minutes without losing his
who was now conscious and sitting up:> His arms were tied breath?"
together behind his back, and he was looking pretty sick.
"No; of course not."
It was evident that he was not feeling as chipper as he had
"Certainly not; and no man living can hang by the
felt fifteen minutes before, when he was one of the six who neck for five minu~es, or even for three minutes, without
had pulled the rope that lifted Mr. Jordan off terra firma. becoming totally unconscious; and you, who have no doubt
"Well, my ·man," said Dick, "how do you like the change had much experience in helping string up honest patriots,
in your circumstances?"
must know that very well."
"I don't like it," was the gruff reply.
The youth's voice was stern, and he impressed the red"I suppose not. How does your head feel?"
coat with a feeling that he was in danger of being handled
"Big as a bushel basket.''
severely.
"You may thank your lucky stars that you have any
"I assure you that this is my first experience at such
head left. I came within an ace of ending your career with work, sir," he hastened to say. "I never helped pull a man
that bullet."
up in my life bef.pre.''
"I guess you did.''
"Is that the truth?" asked Dick.
"You are right; two inches lower, and you would never
"Yes, it is."
have known what hurt you."
"Well, I don't believe it. I would be willing to wager
"Well, I guess you would not have done much worse that you have helped pull on the rope that lifted more
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than one poor fellow, and I don't doubt but that you have
been among those who held the bodies of some of the victilns too Long suspended/'
"No, you are mistaken."
It was evident that the redcoat was becoming some•
what alarmed.
"Now, then, answer me a question or two,'' said Dick.
t
"I will do so, sir," in a humble voice.
"And you will answer them ti:uthfully?"
"If I answer ai all, it will be truthfully."
"Very well. How far from here is the main encampment of the British army?"
The fellow hesitated a few moments, and then said :
"Well, I'll answer that question, for I don't see how
twenty of you fellows could do the British any harm. It is
.five miles to the main encampment."
"I n what direction?"
"Almost due east from here."
"Over toward the ocean, eh?"
"Yes; we came from New York on ships, you know-or
perhaps you didn't know that."
"Yes,'' said Dick, "I knew it ..><!

"What will you do with me?"
"Take you to Charleston and turn you over to the commander there."
"So that's what you are going to do with me, is it?"
"Yes."
"Well, that won't be so bad. I will soon be free
again."
"How do you make that out?"
"Well, my commander and the British army will soon
have Charleston reduced and the rebels all prisoners, and
then I will be released."
"Perhaps it may turn out as you have outlined, and
then again perhaps it may not."
The fellow made no reply, but looked sullen and angry,
and Dick asked Mr. Jordan if he had a spade.
"Yes. What do you waht with it, Mr. Slater?" he replied.
"We dropped three of the redcoats around back of the
house, and I think they are dead. We will go and bury
them."
Low exclamations of horror escaped the lips of Mrs.
Jordan and the girls, and Dick said :
"Yes, it is a bad business, :Mrs. Jordan and girls; but it
is war time, you know, and it is either kill or be killed. I
would rather do the killing than be killed, much as I ·dislike to harm any human being."
"That is right and natural,'' said Ruth Jordan, who was
CHAPTER IV.
a bright, sensible girl. "And think how they were going
to hang father!"
EX'.!CRACTING INFORMATION FROM A REDCOAT.
"That's so," said Lizzie. "I'm glad it was some of the
Dick asked the redcoat a great many questions, and man- redcoats who were killed, and not the 'Liberty Boys.'"
"Thank you, Miss Lizzie," said Dick. Then he took the
aged to extract a good deal of iniormation from the fellow,
who did not really realize that such wa~ the case. He spade out of Mr. Jordan's hands, and led the way around
thought he was not conveying any information in the an- to where the three dead redcoats lay; he was follow~d by
swers to the questions Dick asked-that is to say, any in- Mr. Jordan and four of the "Liberty Boys." The others
formation that would do his questioner any gooc1-but he remained behind, to watch the horses, and see to it that the
was mistaken. Dick Slater was a youth who could read British did not come and steal the animals.
·It did not take long to bury the three corpses, and then
between the lines, and by summing the whole matter up,
when he had finished asking the questions he had a pretty they made their way back to where the rest were standing.
"Well, I'm glad you were humane enough .to give my
good idea of what the British were doing, and what they
dead comrades burial,'' said the redcoat, sullenly.
intended to try to do.
'CW ould you and your comrades have done the same for
"Now that I have answered all your questions, are you
not going to let me go my way?" the redcoat asked, when some of my boys had the situation been reversed?" aGked
Dick.
Dick had finished.
"I don't know."
The youthful leader of the "Liberty Boys" shook his
"I'll wager they wouldn't have troubled themselves to
head.
do so, Dick,'' said Bob.
"Oh, no," he said.
"Well, it is· somewhat different,'' said the redcoat, with
"But I understood that you were to let me go free if I
an arrogant, superior air. 'CW e are soldiers of the king,
answered your questions."
"You had no reason to believe or understand anything while you fellows are merely common fellows-rebels."
"You pig-headed fool!" cried Bob fiercely. "I can hardof the kind, my friend. I did not say any such thing as
ly keep from kicking all your teeth down your throat ! Do
that."
you really think that you are better than us-that British
"Well, I understood it that way,'i in a sullen voice.
"I don't see how you could have understood any such soldiers are better than patriots?"
"Of course I do," was the defiant reply.
thing as that. No, you are not to be permitted to go free;
"Great Scott, Dick! Untie the fool's hands and let me
not by any means."
at him!" cried Bob, his eyes flashing. "I want to take some
"And you are going to hold me a prisoner?"
"Certainly."
'of the. conceit out of him, and teach him a lesson !"
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"Oh, don't pay any attention to him," said Dick. "A ing," said the fellow. "There isn't one among your whol s
s
man who does not know any more than he does ought not crowd that can give me a thrashing."
and
ahead
go
"Now,
Dick.
said
sure,"
too
be
"Don't
to be noticed at all."
1
"I'd give a good deal to have him stand up in front of make your boast good if you can."
said:
Dick
but
"All right." He started toward Bob,
me, with his hands free., for about five minutes,'' said
"One moment. Before you begin I want to warn you
Bob.
to try to make a break and escape, for if you do
not
wouldn't
he
that
deal
good
a
"I'd be willing to wager
will shoot you dead. Do you understand?"
boys
my
stand up that long,'' laughed Mark Morrison.
But I think that if I succeed in thrashing this 1
"Yes.
"That's what he wouldn't!" from Sam Sanderson.
ought to let me go free."
you
fellow
"Shure, an' Bob'd knock dhe two oyes av dhe spalpane
"Oh, no; that would not be fair at all. You are our pris- 1
into wan so quick it'd make his head swim, begorra!" deoner, and we are going to hold yon. I am simply per- ;
clared Patsy Bran:r{igan.
"He vonld t'ink von muel had kicked him der face in," mitting this affair to take place in order to teach you l
something, and cause you to have more respect for pasaid Carl Gookenspieler.
triots, in the future."
It happened that the redcoat was a large, well-built fel"Say, Dick, make that agreement with him," said Bob,
low, and like Englishmen from time immemorial, he prided
a grin. "Let him go free if he succeeds in thrashwith
himself on his physical prowess. His eyes shone eagerly, as
inir me."
he said:
"No, I won't agree to that, Bob, for he might succeed in
"Just free my hands and I'll show you! I can thmsh
you an accidental blow that would knock you
dealing
that insolent young rebel and not half try!"
He saw Bob was not nearly so large as himself, and he senseless for the time being."
"An 'accidental' blow?" said the redcoat, sneering!\)'.
did not believe the youth would be able to stand up before
hiID:. Thi:; was where he .made a mistake; Bob was not , "Yes; that is the only way you will ever land a blow on
large, but he was wonderfully strong, and moreover he was my comrade, there."
"I'll show you!" and the redcoat rushed at Bob, striking
as lithe and active as a cat. Then, too, he was tough as a
wildly as he did so.
out
out.
him
tire
to
impossible
practically
was
pine knot, and it
was practically impossible for him to hit Bob. The
It
a
Dick had no fears but what Bob would be more than
match for the redcoat, but he was averse, nevertheless, to "Liberty Boy" and Dick had practised sparring together
permitting the encounter to take place. Bob pleaded that/ for years, and Bob was as expert a~ his comrade, and was as
the fellow's arms be freed, however, and that they be allow- quick in his movements as a panther. The redcoat tried
his best to land a blow, but found it impossible to do so.
ed to have it out, and so at last Dick consented.
"The fellow is so arrogant and bigoted that a good All he could do was to tire himself out, striking empty air
thrashing may do him some good,'' said Dick. "But yon -the most tiring work a man can do.
When he was becoming pretty badly winded Bob began.
.
had better let me take your place, Bob."
dealt the redcoat blow after blOil'. He could have
He
I
him.
"Not on your ·life, Dick. I will attend to
the fellow down and out at one blow had he
knocked
wouldn't give up my place to you for anything. I feel that
do so, but that would not have been much fun.
to
he has personally insulted. me, and I am going to settle wished
He wished to give the man a good, all-round thrashing, so
with him."
"He hasn't said anything to you more than to the rest of he would remember it longer, and have respect for the
prowess of at least one patriot.
us, old fellow."
Bob struck the fellow when and where he pleased, much
"Well, I was the first one to want a chance at him, and
to the delight of the Horse Guard, who encouraged him,
I am therefore entitled to it."
"I'll settle that," said the redcoat, insolently. "I'll and said things that were calculated to ruffle the feelings
thrash each of you in turn; so it doesn't matter which one of the British soldier. .
"Can you really fight, Mr. Redcoat?"
I begin with."
"Why don't you thrash the 'rebel'?"
"Did you ever hear such insolence?" cried Bob. "Free
"You said you would do it easy."
his arms, quick, so I can knock some of that conceit and
"But he has found it to be quite a hard job, it seems."
arrogance out of him."
Such were a few of the sarcastic remarks indulged in
"You will have a hard time doing it," said the redcoat.
"I don't think so; apd I'll quickly prove it to your sat- by the "Liberty Boys" and it made the redcoat very angry;
he could not help himself, however; he had run up against
isfaction."
One of the boys unfastened the bonds holding the red- his master, and knew it.
He fought as desperately as possible, however, and prescoat's ·wrists.
"Now you are free. Get ready to take a good thrash- ently went down at full length from a terrible blow straight
from Bob's shoulder.
.
ing," he said.
He lay there, half dazed for a few moments, and then
"Don't you be afraid about my having to take a thras~u
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le 14't up; but he made no move to get on bis feet and resume the combat.
d "Get up, and let me knock you down again," invited
Bob, who was just getting warmed up.
The redcoat shook his bead.
u "I've had enough," he said.
o "What, already?"
"Yes; I know when I have enough. I won't fight any
more."
"All right," said Bob in a disappointed voice. "But I
- think you are not much of a man after all. From the way
you talked before the fight began I thought you would be
able
to make it interesting for me; but you haven't."
1
"It bas been interesting enough for him, though, I
think, Bob," said Mark Morrison.
"Yes; I think he will have more respect for patriots,
from now on," said Sam Sanderson.
"You don't want to continue the fight, then?" asked
Dick.
"No."
/ "All right; we won't try to force you to fight against
your will. Tie his arms, boys."
This was quickly done.

I

CHAPTER V.
AT MR . JORDAN'S.

Dick asked Mr. Jordan if he could leave the prisoner at
his house for a few hours.
"Certainly," was the reply. "But I'm afraid that some
of the re~coats will come back here and take him away
with them."
The "Liberty Boy" shook his head.
"I don't think there is much danger of that," he said.
"In my opinion the British floldiers will not come back
here. 'rhey will be afraid to do so."
"Well, you are welcome to leave the prisoner, and then
if the redcoats come back and free him, it won't be my
'fault."
"True; and I won't blame you, or hold you in any
way responsible for him should he be gone when we return."
"Very well, Captain Slater."
Then the "Liberty Boys" mounted their horses and rode
away.
They rode northward half a mile, and then turned toward the east. It was Dick's intention to go over and
reconnoiter the main army of the Briti&h a bit.
"It will be dangerous work, Dick," said Bob, when Dick
told him where they were bound for.
"Well, we will be very careful, of conr e," replied Dick.
J "Shure, an' we'll give thim a good thrashin' av dhey
thry for to bodther us," Raid Patsy Brannigan.
"Yah, dot ish so," said Carl Gookenspieler.
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"What, twenty of us thrash the entire British army,
Carl?" asked Mark Morrison.
"Yah, dot make no difference ouid; ve can whip dem
shust so easy as noddings."
"Shure, a~' av dhey got a good look .at thot mug av
your'n, Dootchy, it's scart to dea h they'd be afther bein'!"
said Patsy.
"Ton'd you pelief me," said Carl. "I vas nod so muchness ukliness haf like yourselluf, Irishmans."
"Oh, gwan wid yez, Cookyspiller. Av Oi had such a
face as your'n, it's mesilf'd be afther wearin' a mask dhe
whole toime, begorra."
"Dry up, you two," said Bob; "if there ·were redcoats
within a mile of us, they'd hear you quarrelling."
"It's dhe Dootchy, Bob," said Patsy. "Oi niver can
make dhe spal}l>ane kape thot taty-trap av his'n shut."
"Vat a lie dot vas peen," said Carl. "I don'd vas dalk
half so muchness mit mine mout' as dot Irish.mans."
The "Liberty Boys" had gone about a mile when they
came upon another somewhat exciting scene.
A party of perhaps a dozen redcoats were plundering a
house, undoubtedly the home of a patriot.
"Forward!" cried Dick. "Charge the scoundrels! Show
them what 'The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard' can do!"
They dashed forward, with wild yells, and as they drew
nearer they called out :
"Long live liberty! Down with the king!"
Their coming struck terror to the hearts of the British.
The redcoats fled like so many startled rabbits.
They rushed around the house and fled into the timber
back of the house, bu_t not until the "Liberty Boys" had
fired a volley and wounded a couple of them. The fellows
did not fall, however. They were able to keep on running.
It was n patriot family, sure enough, and they thanked
Dick and the rest for coming to their assistance and dispersing t I 1e redcoats.
The yot1 lh assured them that they were welcome.
"We are here for the purpose of doing all the good we
can for th e patriots and the patriot cause," ·he said, "and
we feel that it is our duty to help whenever the opportunity presents itself."
The name of the family was Hargreaves, and there were,
besides the man, his wife and three children, two boys and
a girl, ranging in age from six to twelve years.
After spending a few minutes in conversation with the
family, Dick and his guard rode onward. Half an hour
later they came to the top of a hill, and Dick called a
halt.
"I want to see if we can locate the British encampment,"
said he. "It must be within a couple of miles of this spot,
I think."
They dismounted, ancl Dick and Bob climbed trees and
took an observation.
They caught sight of the British encampment at once.,
It was not to exceed a mile away, and was plainly (to be
seen.

'
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"Well, there is the British encampment, Dick," said
Bob.
"So I see, Bob."
"What are 'yon going to do now?"
"Nothing in particula;-; I simply wished to locate the
British encampment, so that I wou'ld know where it is, and
be enabled to find it in case I should wish to do so at any
time."
"Oh, that's the idea, eh!"
"Yes."
The two descended, and then Dick told the youths to
mount their horses.
"Which way now, Dick?" asked Mark Morrison.
"Back the way we came; we promised to take supper
with the Jordans, you know."
"Yes, so we did."
It was now almost sundown, and by the time they reached the Jordan home it was dusk.
They fed and watered their horses, and then went to the
house, where they found a splendid supper awaiting them.
l\Irs. Jordan and the girls, Ruth and Lizzie, had been busy
while the "Liberty Boys" were away, and had cooked a
meal fit for anyone.
The youths were not used to such meals, being accustomed to rough camp fare, and they enjoyed it hugely.
'I'hey complimented the woman and girls on their cooking,
and pleased them greatly.
"You ought to be a happy man, Mr. ,Jordan,'' said Dick.
"Why so, Captain Slater?"
"Why, for having such a splendid wife and such good
and beautiful daughters."
"'You are right," was the reply. "I would be very happy, but for the fact that a cruel war is raging, and we know
·
not what may happen. We live in constant fear."
"Yes, that makes life anything but pleasant, Captain
Slater,'' said Mrs. Jordan.
"True," said Dick. "Well, the war can't last forever.
Sooner or later it will be over, and then we will be enabled
to live in peaqe once more."
"Yes, but the British may murder my husband, or our
son Jack may be killed ere that time comes," said the
woman, with a sober look on her face.
"That is possible,'' said Dick. "But let us hope it may
,
not happen."
"Amen to that!" from Mrs. Jordan.
The girls did not have much to say, but it was evident
that they were not displeased by the presence of twenty
handsome young men; and when they were the subjects of
conversation they blushe~ and their eyes shone with
pleasure.
Two of the "Liberty Boys," Dick noted, seemed to be
smitten by the beauty of the two girls. These youths were
'I'om Saunders and Will Forbes, and as they were handsome, manly young fellow s, Dick was glad to see that they
were impressed with the girls' beauty.
"I think the girls will take a Liking to Tom and Will,
too, if they are given a chance to flee them a few times,''
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thought Dick. "Well, I'll give the two youths work to do
in this locality whenever it is possible."
The redcoat prisoner was given his supper, and he ate
heartily. There was a sullen look on his face, however,
and it was evident that he was not feeling very good. The
thrashing Bob had given hini'lrnd given him something to
think about.
The "Liberty Boys" could not refrain from rubbing it
i11to him a bit.
"How are you feeling?" asked one, with a grin.
"What do you think about patriots now?" from unother.
"You will have to admit that some of them are your
equal in some respects, at least, won't you?" from a third.
"Th&t's all right," growled the prisoner. "I'll make yo
fellows suffer one of these days. I'll get even with tha
young scoundrel," and he nodded toward Bob.
"All right, you old scoundrel,'' grinned Bob. "Whe
you do get even with me I hope you will tell me."
"Yon'll know it without having to be told!" fiercely.
"Yah, I don't vas tink so,'' said Carl Uookenspieler. "
vill pet me my life dot ven you nre efen mit Pop you vil
fint dot you don't vas efen mit him."
"Oh, listhen to dhe Dootchy talk, wull yez!" said Pats
Brannigan in supreme contempt. "I very toime he open
his mouth he's afther putiin' his fut in it, begorra."
"I'll make me mine foot into ~'our mout' out, dot's va
I'll do, uf you don'd vas loog ouid, Batsy Prannigan!" de
clared Carl, belligerently.
"That's a pretty pair of rebels you have there,'' said th
redcoat, sneeringly, and wilh a contemptuous look at th
two.
"Say, phwat d' yez mane by spakin' onre pectfully av a
Oirish-Amirikin, ye spalpane, yez!" cried Patsy." "It's me
silf wull have Dick set yez fray av yez don't look out, an
then Oi'll give yez dhe worrust lickin' phwat iver yez ha
in your loife."
"Yah, dot is so,'' said Carl. "Uf you don'd vas sbea
disresbectfulness abouid me I vill sdep on your neck mi
both"of nrine feetses, by shimmanetty !"
"Oh, all you would need to do would be to sit do"lln o
him, Carl,'' said Bob, with a grin. "'I'hat would smas
him as fl.at as a pancake." ,
CarL was short and fat, and weighed nearly two hundre
pounds, so this statement of Bob's was not so much out o
.
the way, after all.
like you fellows,"
dozen
a
half
thrash
could
I
"Bah!
said the redcoat.
"Shure, an' yez'd have a harrud toime a-doin' av it,"
said Patsy.
"You cannod thrash me py mineselluf,'' said Carl, belli
gerently. "I gould Yon thrashing gif you, uf your han
rn~ tied togedder. ehind mine p~ck!"
\Yhereat the "I,iberty Boys"' roared, ;\ml Carl, thinkin
he had sairl something very witty, smiled broadly.
· "Oh, look at clhe Dootchy,'' said Patsy. "He's afth
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kin' thot he has said somethin' thot wur smart, be- them a volley. But it might be such a thing that they
are patriots, though I don't think they are."
Und don'd I vas sait id?" asked Carl. "Raf you nod
"Dismount, men,'' they heard a voice say. "Let us go
er poys heard make much laughness ?"
in and see if these people will tell us anything regarding
:r
''Yis; but dhey're laughin' at ye, ye Dootch monkey, that party of rebels."
This was sufficient. They were ' British troopers, and
i yes."
"Don'd you pelief me. I gan't vas fool you dot »a-y ."
Dick made up his mind ~hat they would give the redcoats
"Av coorse yez can't fool me, Dootchy; but yez are afther a surprise.
,
bein' very aisy fooled, begorra."
The youths could just make ou~ that the redcoats were
At this instant one of the "Liberty Boys," who lifid been dismounting, and then they saw a dark body advancing.
standing guard outside, came running to the door and
"We will surround the house, so no one can escape,'' said
cried out:
the voice of the leader of the party, "and if the rebels are
"A force of some kind is coming! I hear hoofbeats!".
not here we will make these people tell where they have
gone."
At this instant a low, tremulous whistle sounded on the
still night air.
It was followed instantly by the terrible, crashing sound
CHAPTER VI.
of a volley from firearms.
The whistle was the signal from Dick for the "Liberty
A LIVELY SCRIMMAGE
Boys" to fire, and they had obeyed it promptly.
The British troopers were so close that great damage
"Quick, boys! Out of here, all!" cried Dick.
I They dashed out of the house, and stood, watchi\).g and was inflicted upon them.
A' dozen or more went down, dead or wounded.
nlistening.
Then on the air rose yells, shrieks, a_nd groans.
The thunder of hoofbeats could be heard coming from
The
volley had come so unexpectedly that the British
the north.
f3 It was so dark it was impossible to see more than twenty were taken wholly by surprise and stood stock still, almost
paralyzed.
yards, so nothing could be discerned.
; "Likely it is a band of redcoat troopers," said Dick. "In
Another whistle sounded.
. that case we must give them a reception that they won't
It w~s another signal from Dick.
forget in a hurry."
It meant that the "Liberty Boys" were to fire a volley
"That's what we will do," said Bob .
from their pistols.
."Yes, yes!" from a number of the others.
They had already drawn these weapons, and so were
"Hold your muskets in readiness for instant use," said ready when the signal was given.
Dick.
Crash!-roar!
"All right."
More redcoats dropped, and with wild yells of affright
Closer and closer sounded the hoofbeats.
the rest turned and fled back to where their horses stoocl,
Dick, who was a good hand at judging such things, de- and leaping into the saddles, they d11shed away, back up
cided that there were about thirty of the horsemen.
the road in the direction from which they had just come.
He told the youths what he thought regarding the numSome of the riderless horses followed, while a few of
ber of the approaching horsemen.
them. remained standing, evidently not knowing what to
"That's about the number I would have guessed," said do.
Mark 1\Iorrison.
"Hurrah for 'The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard'!" cried
"'Yell, we can thrash twice that many," said Bob Esta- Bob. "We routed that gang of redcoats in a hurry!"
brook.
"Have you driven them away?" a ked Mr. Jordan, com"Y ah, dot ish so," from Carl Gookenspieler.
ing around the corner of the house.
"Oh, shut up, ·Dootchy," said Patsy. "Phwat do ye
"Yes," replied Dick, "and we have dropped about fifteen
know about such t'ings, is phwat Oi'd loike to know?"
of their number here in your front yard. Bring a candle
"I know such a muchness as vat yon know abouid id, I and let us have a look, to see how many are dead."
don'd vas t'ink," was the reply.
"All right; I'll bring one at once," and he hasteneu
"Sh!"1 cautioned Dick, and th~ youths became as silent back.
as death.
"Oh, John, is the battle over?" asked his wife tremulThe horsemen rode up in front of the Jordan house and ously.
came to a stop. ·
"Yes, Jane."
They were just visible from where the "Liberty Boys"
"And did the 'Liberty Boys' beat them?"
stood.
"Yes, and killed fifteen or twenty. Bring me a candle;
"Jove, I wish I knew positively that they are enemies," Captain Slater "·ants to see ho"· many are dead, and ho'1·
said Dick to himself. "Then I would have the boys give many wounded."
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"Oh, this is terrible!" said Ruth. "Just to think of a
battle being fought right in front of our house!"
"Oh, this wasn't a battle," said Mr. Jordan. "It was
simply a scrimmage."
"Well, it was bad enough, anyway," from Lizzie, with
a shudder.
Mr. Jordan took the candle and went out of doors.
He found the "Liberty Boys" just :finishing the work of
reloading their muskets and pistols, which was something
they never neglected to do at the first opportunity, after an
encounter like this one.
They now advanced and looked at the fallen troopers.
They found twelve dead men, and four wounded ones.
The four were quite seriously wounded.
"We will bury the dead men, after looking after the
wounded," said Dick. "Will you consent to let us carry
Lhe wounded men into your house, Mr. Jordan?"
"Oh, yes," was the reply. "I could not refuse to
take anyone in under such circumstances."
"Quite right. Well, we will carry them in. You go in
and tell your wife and daughters to fix a place for the
wounded troopers." .
"There is a large, unoccupied room upstairs," said Mr.
Jordan. "They may have that."
He hastened into the house, and told his wife and daughters that four wounded redcoats were to be brought in, and
the three hastened up to the room, and spread some old
blankets on the floor, as there were no bedsteads in the
room.
The "Liberty Boys" carried the wounded men into the
house and upstairs to the room, and laid them carefully
down on the blankets. The poor fellows groaned with
pain, for it was impossible to handle them without _hurting them more or less.
"Now bring me some old white rags that are clean,"
said Dick; "and bring some water, and some salve or ointment, if you have any such things in the house."
"Yes, we have plenty," said Mrs. Jordan, and she hastened to bring the articles asked for.
Then Dick went to work, to examine and dress the
wounds of the troopers.
Three of them, '~hile quite seriou~ly wounded, would
recover, Dick was confident, but the fomth man was very
baclly wounded, and the youth doubted his being able to
pull through.
He dressed the poor fellow's wound as best he could,
however, and spoke as encol/.!J:agingly to him as possible.
Mrs. Jordan did not fancy the idea of having four
wounded redcoats in her house, and told Dick so. "I am
afraid the British will come here, find them, and burn us
out of house and home," she said.
"I don't think there is as much danger of their doing so
with the wounded men here as would be the case if they
were not here, Mrs. Jordan," said Dick.
;
"You do not?" in · surprise.

.

''No."

"Why not?"
"Well, if you take good care of the wounded men, nu
ing them, and giving them food, the redcoats will certain}
be somewhat grateful. I don't think they will burn yo
house, or indeed do you any injury whatever."
"I am glad you think that way about it, Mr. Slater," th
woman said. "And I hope you are right."
"I am sure that I am. I have had experiences like thi
before, and jt has turned out the way I have said ."
"I tlrink you are right, Captain Slater," said ~Ir. J or
dan.
''Well, we'll take the best of care of the wounded men,'
said his wife, "and we will hope for the best when thei
comrades come here to see about them."
"What will we do, Dick?" asked Bob.
"I guess we had better return to Charleston, Bob."
"And come out in the morning, again?"
('Yes."
"You are welcome to stay here, Captain Slater," said
Mr. Jordan,
"Indeed, we shall be glad to have you stay," said ~lrs
Jordal.
"I think we will return to Charleston," said Dick. "J
wU1 to have a talk with General Lincoln. But I'll tell yoJ
what I'll do : I will leave a couple of the boys here to ;enl
der you assistance in case any redcoats come and attemp
to do you any hurt."
"Very well," said Mir. Jordan. "But two could not d
much."
"I don't think there will be any necessity for anyon
to do anything," said Dick. "But if they are here, an
redcoats cJme and attempt to do anything, the boys ca
hasten to Charleston and let me know, and then we wi
come back here to your assistance."
"Very well; and thank you, Captain Slater."
· 'l'hen Dick named Tom Saunders and Will Forbes as the
two who were to remain, and it was easy to see the two
youths in question '~ere delighted.
"Begorra, an' thim two young fellers are afther bein'
lucky," said Patsy, shaking his head; "it's mesilf'd hav~
loiked to have sthayed here, begorrra. phwere oi could look
at dhe boochiful :faces av thim two gurrels."
"Und I vould hav liked me dot shob, mineseVuf," said
Carl Gookenspieler.
((Jhust listhen to dhe Dootchy, now!" said Patsy.
Dick gave the order for the youths to bridle and sa
dle their horses and get ready to return to Charleston, an
they oJieyed at once.
The youth talked with Tom Saunders and Will Forb
'explaining what he wished them to do; and then had
short conversation with Mr. Jordan, telling him what
thought would be the best course to pursue if a party
redcoats should come, and then he bade them good-by, a
the youths mounted their horses and rode away in the
rection of Charleston.
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CHAPTER VII.
THE "LIBERTY BOYS" OUT AND AWAY AGAIN.

Next morning Dick called on General Lincoln at headquarters.
He told the general that he was confident, from what he
had already seen and learned, that the British were slowly
but surely encompassing the city, and that sooner or later
they would make an attack that would be almost certain
to result in the fall of the city.
General Lincoln pondered for several minutes/ He
looked at the floor, and seemed to be weighing Dick's 'words
carefully. The truth was that he was not a brilliant general; he was a good man, and a good fighter, and had done
good work a(ill'Saratoga and elsewhere in the <!North, but
this thing of bein~ commander of t1ie patriot army of the
South was rather too much for his capabilities.
He finaHy shook his head, slowly, and said he believed
that he could hold the city against the British.
"I hardly think so, sir," said Dick. "But, of course, it is
not for me to advise you. I will do the work set me to
do, and make myself and my 'Liberty Boys' as useful to
you as possible."
"I don't see how the British can bedt my army, here in
Charleston,'' said General Lincoln. "We have possession,
and I have caused intrenchmenis to he thrown up, and
al)1 confident that we can beat the enemy off. I will increase my force, however, by getting new recruits from
the patriot families of the surrounding country; and I
shall depute ybu to look after that work, also, Captain
Slater, if you will be so kind."•
"I shall be glad to attend to it, sir.''
"Very well."
Then Dick went back to the q'uarters occupied by the
"Liberty Boys."
"There is going to be trouble here in Charleston, after
the redcoats get'things in shape,'' he told the youths.
"Why so, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Why, the British are making all possible arrangements
to encompass Charleston and reduce it by attack and siege,
and they will succeed, too; but General Lincoln doesn't
think so, and that means that the patriot army will be
captured.''.
"Jove, do you think so?" asked Mark Morrison.
"I am sure of it.''
"That will. be bad."
After some further talk on the subject, Dick ordered the
youths to bridle and s~ddle their horses, which was done;
then they mountetd the animals and rode out of the city.
They headed for the Jordan home, and an hour later
were there.
Soon after they left Charleston General Lincoln had the
prisoner the youths had brought there the night before
brought before him, and he asked the fellow a good many
questions. He se9:ured some informatio.J?-, but was not so
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successful as Dick had been. 'I'hc fact 1rns, the redcoat
was so angry on account of the thrashing he had received
at the hands of Bob Estabrook that he was in no mood for
answeri~ questions.
Ind eed, he got so insolent, after the interview had progressed to some extent, that the general threatened to
have him taken out and shot or hanged, and then he became more polite ·and reasonable.
The "Tuiberty Boys" were given a joyous greeting by
all the members of the Jordan family, and by Tom Saunders and Will Forbes.
"Wete y u bothered by the redcoats during the night?"
asked Dick.
"No,'' replied Mr. Jordan; "none put in an appearance;
but I almost wish they would do so, and take the wounded
men away.
"Some will be here before very long, I think,'' said
Dick.
"Do you really think so?"
"Yes."
The youth's idea was that a large force would soon appear, and p.s he had no wish to get his "Liberty Boys" into
trouble, he ordered that they should all retire to the timber, back of the house, and remain there until after the
British had come and gone.
"Of course, if it is a small force, we will attack it," he
said. "But if it is a strong force we will lie low-unless
they attempt to harm Mr. Jordan and hi~ family, or set
fire to th.e house; then we will take a hand, and will try
to make it so lively for them that they will stop proceedings of that character.''
They retired to the timber, and leading their horses
back at least one hundred yards, tied them to trees. Then·
they returned to the edge of the timber and took up their
positions behind trees, from where it would be possible to
see all that went on at the house.
·"I have an idea,'' said Dick presently. "I will go to the
house and tell Mr. Jordan that when the redcoats come,
if they seem to be bent on doing mischief one of the girls
is, to step to the back door, and wave a handkerchief.
Th'en we will be reaC!.y to go for the enemy, red-hot."
"That's a good scheme,'' said Bob.
"Yah, dot ish so," from Carl Gookenspieler.
"Shut up, Oookyspiller," cried Patsy. "Phwat d'yez
]mow abhout such t'ings, innyhow. Phwy don't yez kape
thot taty-thrap av your'n shut, as . a s-insible bye should.,
do?"
"You dalk too muchness mineselluf," said Carl, angrily.
"You vas haf hust so much pizness to dalk as vat I haf,
don'd id?"
"Oi dunno phwat yez mane, an' Oi don't tink yez do,
ayther, ye barrel av sauerkraut, yez!"
"Shut up, both of you," said Mark Morrison. "You are
worse than magpies."
"Oi'd rayther have chicken .poi, av it's all dhe same to
yez, Mark, me bye,'' said Patsy, with a grin.
A
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"Yah, I vill haf some chicken bye, you pet me your life,''
said Carl.
" That's something we would all like to have,'' said Bob,
"but I don't think we will get any very soon."
Dick made his way to the house and told Mr. Jordan
what he wishe4 done. The man said he would have it attended to. "If the redcoats attempt any meanness one of
the girls >yill make the signal,'' he said.
"All right,'' and then Dick went back.
"The girls are well, and as pretty as ever, Tom,'' said
Dick, addressing Tom Saunders.
That youth looked astonished, and stared at ick, whose
face was as s0ber as that of a judge on the bench.
"I supposed that such was the case, Dick," Tom said,
after a moment. "But why did you say that to me?"
"I thought you looked as though you wanted to know,
Tom,'' was the quiet reply.
Some of the other youths laughed, as they understood
the joke, and among them was Will Forbes.
"What are you laughing for, Will?" asked Dick.
This turned the youths' attentioµ to Will, and they
laughed at him, causing him to grow red in t~e face.
"It's horse , and horse with you two fellows,'' said Bob,
with a grin. · "They're pretty badly smitten, don't you
th'ink so, boys?"
"Yes, yes!"
"I should say so !'
"Anybody could see that."
"Yes, a blind man could see it."
"Oh, say, let us alone, you fellows,'' said Tom. "You
don't know what you are talking about."
"Oh, don't we?" laughed Mark Morrison. ·
"'No."
"You pet me your life ve do know vat ve are talking
abouid,'' said Carl Gookenspieler, who didn't know, but
was determined to pretend that he did.
"Oh, g'wan wid yez, Uookyspiller," said Patsy. "It's
mesilf wull be . afther betthin' innythin' thot yez don't
know phwat dhe byes are laughin' abhout, begorra."
"Yah, und I 1'ill pet you don'd vas know inny m01~ as
vat I know, you pig Irishman's.''
The youths talked and laughed, and had sport with the
two youths, 'rom and Will, and also with Patsy and Carl,
and thus the time. did not seem to hang so heavily. It
passed much more quick~ seemingly, at.least.
Presently Dick stepped out and looked up the road toward the north.
"I should think the British would be coming soon,'' he
said.
Scarcely had he uttered the words when a party 0£
horsemen came around a bend in the road a quarter of a
mile north of the Jordan house.
Dick leaped back, out of sight.
"They're coming at last !" he said.
Th.ere were at least one hundred of the troopers, and it
v..-as evident, from the way they handled their muskets,

.

and the ~eenness with which they gazed about them, that
they were on their guard against being surprised.
They rode up in front of the Jordan farmhouse and
stopped.
The commander, a captain, leaped to the ground and
advanced to the front door, where he was greeted by Mr.
Jordan.
"Are you the owner of this house?" the captain asked.
"I am,'' was the reply.
"Your name?"
"John Jordan."
"Did a :fight between some British troopers a.n d a band
of rebels take place here, last night?"
"Yes, sir."
.
"And some of the British troopers were killed?"
"Twelve, I believe, sir."
"And h<'.v many were wounded?"
\
· "Four."
"Where are they?" /
"In the house."
"Ah, you have taken them in then?"
ayes , sir; and we have nursed them as best we could."
"Thaot is a good thing for you. Do you know where the
rebels are who did this work?"
"I do not, sir."
"Did yon know they were here when they fired upon
the British troopers, last night?" .
,
"No, sir. The first we knew of their presence was when
they had driven the British troopers away; then they came
and asked me to take the four wounded men in and care
for them."
"Ah, and you don't know where they are now?"
'"No, sir."
•
"Very well. May I see my comrades?"
"Yes, sir; come this way."
M:r. Jordan led the officer in to the house and upstairs
to the room .occupied by the wounded men.
The captain greeted the men by name, and examined
their wounds.
" Three of them are able to make the trip to the encampment," he said. "But that man there wilL have to remain.
He is very severely wounded. I suppose you will take the
best of care of him?"
" Oh, yes, sir,'' said Mr. Jordan.
"Very well; no harm shall come to you or yours so long
as you act right toward us."
The three men wbo were not so seriously wounded were
carried out of the house by their comrades and were placed
in blanket a:q:ibulances made by tying blankets between two
horses, after which the entire party took its departure.

OHAPTER VIII.
DICK DOES SOME PLANNING.

.
1

The departure 0£ the party of redcoats was a great relief
to the members of the Jortlan family . So long as the
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troopers were there the patriots could not help feeling un- hands so full, watching the British, that I have no time
easy. The fact that they had taken lhc wounded soldiers to secure Tecruits, so 1 shall have to ask that you place
.in and taken care 0£ them was in their favor, however, and that work in other hands."
had saved them fro'm being bothered. Dick told Mr. and
"Very well, Captain Slater. I do not wish to overwork
Mrs. Jordan and the girl that he believed they would be you; I will give that work into other hands."
" Thank you, sir."
Dick Slater had another reason for not wfshing to se"You have won them over," he said.
cure recruits for the patriot army in Charleston. I was ·
"I'm glad of that," said Mr. Jordan.
because he did not wish to be Tes onsible for bringing
"Yes, it isn't pleasant to have the fear constantly over men into what he considered to be a trap."
one that a band of redcoats may descend at any moment
"That's all it is," he said to himself. "Charleston is
upon you, and bum you out of house and home, and per- a trap, nothing more or less, and I should never forgive
l1aps murder you ."
myself if I were to persuade a goodly number of men to go
"You are right, sir. And now, what are you going to there, only to be captured by the British when they inve t
do?"
the city."
"Myself and comrades are going to go scouting around,
Dick had talked to the "Liberty Boys" on the subject,
to see what we can, and learn as much as possible."
and had told them ·he was going to try to persuade the
A few minutes later the " Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" general to evacuate Charleston, and they looked at him
rode away.
inquiringly when he returned to their quarters.
"What did he s4y, Dick?" asked Bob.
The youths put in two or three days at this, and in that
"He
is determined to remain here, Bob," was the sober
time Dick was fully impressed with the idea that Charlesreply.
ton was doomed.
He bad learned that the city was already practically
"Is going to stay right in the trap, eh?"
surrounded by the British, and that they were slowly but
"Yes."
\
surely drawing closer and closer, narrowing the cirCle of
"Did you explain to him that is was a trap?"
British soldiers, until after awhile they would be right up
"Yes."
to the city, and then they would be enab~ed to close in
"And he still insisted on•remaining?" asked Mark Morand capture· the patriot army, for they outnumbered it rison.
three to one.
"Yes, Mark."
"That
is queer."
Dick again went to General Lincoln and explained the
"Well, I don't know; I think he believes I am overestisituation.
The general .listened courteously, but it was evitlent mating the danger."
"He ought not to think that; you have been out, scout~
that he did not look upon the matter as being nearly so
ing around, and have had the opportup.ity of seeing how
serious as Dick was confident it was.
Had he known Dick Slater better he would have given things really are."
"That is true; and I told him how things are, but still
the youth's words more careful consideration, but he
he was unconvinced. He seems to think that so long as he
thought that the young man was needlessly alarmed.
" I am glad to hear what you have to say, Captain Sla- remains in Charleston he is safe."
'That is a mistake," said Sam Sanderson. "Why, Genter," he said. "But, really, I do not think the British can
eral
Washington got out of New York ity in a hurry
overpower us here in Charleston. We will be able to beat
when
General Howe started across from Brooklyn Heights.
them off, I feel sure. On the other hand, if we were to
He didn't think that because he was in a large city he was
leave the city, we would be at the enemy's mercy."
Of oour se, Dick felt as though he were rather overstep- safe."
ping his privileges in arguing with the general, but he was
"No; he realized that his army was outnumbered greatly
so sure of his ground, and felt so sorry for the patriot sol- by the enemy, and that he would certainly be overwhelmerl
diers, that he did argue quite earnestly. Re told the general if he remained, and so retreated to Harlem Heights."
that he did not have the least doubt of their ability to
"Yes; and General Lincoln ought to retreat, also."
sljp awny in the night, and make their escape from the
"Where could he retreat to?" asked one of the youths.
city, without having to encounter the British, but General
"Well, he could fall back to the High Hills of the Santee,
Lincoln shook his head.
forty miles north from here," said Dick. "'rhere he would
"I prefer to remain in Charleston," he sald. "I do not be absolutely safe."
believe that the British can beat us here on our own
"Have you ever been there, Dick?" asked one.
ground, as it "·ere."
"Oh, es."
Then he went on, and told Dick to keep close watch oi
"Say, Dick, what is to become of us?" asked l\fark Morthe British and report their eyery move, and lo secure as rison. "Surely we are not called upon to remain in
many recruits as possible, and send them in to Charleston. Charleston when t~1e redcoats make the attack, and permit
"'J'hat make;; me think, sir," said Dick. " I have my omselves to be captured?"

safe in future, and that the redcoats would not bother
them.

.
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Dick shook his head.
, "No; we will not do anything of the kind," he said. "I
do not feel that we are called upon to do so. If General
Lincoln wishes to stay, and permit the jaws of the lion to
crush him, that is bis business, but I think that self-preservi.tion is the first law of Nature, and we will turn up
missing abcwt that time."
"We will not be in the city when the British knock at
the door, eh, Dick?" said Bob.
"No."
"Tbot's the way to talk, begorra," said Patsy Brannigan. "We wull not be here whin dhe redcoated spalpanes
make dhere appearance."
"Yah, dot ish so," said Carl Gookenspieler. "Ve vill be
some odder blace ven der retgoats come der city in."
"Oi t'inli:: it'd be a good t'ing to l'ave yez here, Cookyspiller," said Patsy. "Shure, an' yez are afther bein'
such a noosance thot it'd be betther fur all av us if yez wur
ter be capchoored by dhe ridcoats, begorra."
"Yah, I don'd vas t'ink so," said Carl.
"There is mother thing," said Dick, motioning to Patsy
and Carl to be silent. "I had promised General Lincoln
that I would get all the recruits I possibly coultl, and send
them to him here in Charleston, but I told him a little
while ago that I could not do that."
"I know why you don't want to do it, Dick," said Bob.
"Yon don't want to get men into snch a trap."
"That's it, exactly, Bob."
·
I
"But what excuse did you give him?" asked Mark Mor,.rison.
"I told him that it kept me so busy watching the doings
of the redcoats that I really did not have time to secure
recruits, and that I would have to ask him to relieve me of
my promise to do that."
"Ah, that was a good excuse."
"Yes."
"Did he accept it?"
"Oh, yes; be said that was all right, and that he would
get somebody else to look after thd work Of securing new
recruits."
"Well, the poor fellows will be brought in here to be captured, just the same, Dick," said Sam Sanderson.
"Yes, but I won't be to blame."
"True."
"I would put a stop to the work if I could; but you know
I have no right to work against the commander of the
patriot army of the South."
"True; all you can do is to keep your own fingers out
of the work of securing r~cruits."
"You are right. I hope, though, that the persons who
are deputed to secure recruits will not be very successful."
"Why not go around to th,e houses of the patriots of
the vicinity and warn them not to join the patriot army
and go into the city, Dick?" asked one of the youths.
" I would not do such a thing as that, Joe; it would be
a 8pecies of treason."

"I can't see it that way; it would be for the good of the
men, and, indeed, it would be for the good of the cause, for
the men who were thus saved from b~ing captured by the
British now might join the patriot army later on, when it
would be possible for them to do some good."
"Say, Dick, aren't we to have any hand in the fight when
the British make the attack on Charleston?" asked Bob.
"That is you, Bob," smiled Dick; "you are always wanting to fight, and I believe you would Tather remain in
Charleston and take all the risks of being captured, rather
than miss being in the battle."
"Well., I guess you are not far wrong in that."
"I'll tell you, Bob, I do intend that we shall have a
hand in the battle, .but we will fight from the outside, and
not from within the city."
"How is that?"
"It is my intention to remain out in the country when
I see that the BTitish are about ready to make the attack,
and as soon as the battle is under way we will enter it, but
will attack the enemy from the rear."
~ "Ah, I see!" exclaimed Mark Morrison.
"By so doing we shall be enabled to do a great deal
more damage than we otherwise would be able to do," said
Dick, "and we will not be in such great danger of being
captured."
"That's true eno-µgh," said Sam Sanderson.
"That programme suits me -very well," said Bob. "And
now, Dick, I have a suggestion to make to you."
"What about, Bob?"
"In regard to this matter of getting patriots to join the
pat-i:iot army and help fight the British."
"Well, what is the suggestion?"
''I know a way to keep the patriots from entering the
city and being captured by the British, and at the same
time you will not be acting in a treasonous manner."
"All right; I shall be glad to hear how this may be
done."
"It is very simple. Get them to join our horse guard,
and fight with us. They will be under your control then,
and will go and come as we do, and they will thus be
outside the city when the battle begins, and will escape
being captured."
"I'll do it," said Dick. "It's a good scheme; but I will
not do it unknown to General Lincoln."
"How will you explain to him without raising his suspicions?"
"I'll ten him that my force is too small to successfully
resist the forces of British that we are constantly running up against, and that I shall be glad if he will permit
me to increase the number of my men by recruiting them
from the patriots of the vicinity. I'm sure he will be
willing, and then we will get to work and secure as many
as possible, before his men can get at them."
"That's the scheme, Dick; go and see him at once."
"I will," and Dick hastened back to headquarters.
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they were safely past the enemy Dick and his men drew
breaths of relief.
"I tell you, I don't think we would be able to get
GENERAL LINCOLN SURRENDERS.
through the British lines very many more times," said
Dick.
The general told Dick he was welcome to increase his
"You think so?" from Bob.
force to such size as he wished, through recruiting mem"I do; they are about ready to make the attack."
bers from among the patriots of the vicinity, and so he
"Then we don't want to get very far away, Di ck."
went to work to do this at once.
"I know you don't, Bob," with a smile. "For you are
For the next ten days he was busily engaged, recruiting always ready for a fight."
and keeping watch of the redcoats, and at the end of that
"So are the rest of you," with a grin. "Yon can't lay
time the "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard'.' numbered one all the blame on me."
hundred.
The '(Liberty Boys" did not go f\u. They paused on the
The majority of the members of the company were you.rig top of a hill a mile beyond the B ri tish lines, and went
men, though there were a few of middle age. All were into camp for the evening and night.
brave men, and the force was now quite formidable.
"We will be within easy hearing distance if the British
During the ten days that had passed the British had open fire,'' said Dick. "That i , if they attack in the night
gradually closed in around the city, and Dick felt sure that time; and if they attack in the day time ire can both hear
it would soon be too late for the patriot army to escape.
and see."
He decided to ha\'e one more talk with 'General LinThe British did not make an attack on 'harleston that
coln, and try to persuade him to evacuate the city, and he evening or night; nor, indeed, did they do so until several
did so. He explained the situation, as he understood it, days later. The "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" remained out
from observation, and tried to impress upon General Lin- in the country, watching and waiting, ho1rever, and on the
coln's mind the fact that the situation was indeed serious, 12th of :l\Iay the British made the atlack.
but the general had got it into his head that he could hold
Dick and his "Liberty Boys" heard the firing, and rode
the city in spite of the British, and refused to entertain at the top of their horses' p ~ed to the scene. They at1.he idea of evacuating.
tH(;ked the British from the rear, and fired 1rolley after
So Dick gave up the attempt to persuade him, and re- volley, doing considerabl damage.
tired, .feeling disappointed.
'
To their dismay and disappointment, however, the firing
It was now the first week in :May, and the British were soon ceased.
getting close to the city. Dick felt confident that they
"General Lincoln has surrend ered!" cried Dick. "Well,
would soon advance upon the city from all sides and make it was the best thing he could do, as it has put a stop to the
a concerted attack, and he held a council with his "Lib- firing, anrl will be the means of saving a great many lives.".
erty Boys," and discussed the matter thoroughly.
Dick was right; the patriots had surrendered, and as'
"We must not permit ourselves to be caught in the city,', soon as this had been settled a force of two hundred troopDick said, and the others agreed with him.
ers set out, to try to run the party of youths clown: and kill
"How soon do you think the British will make the at- 01· capture them.
tack?" asked Bob.
Had Dick had the full one hundred "Liberty Boys," he
"It is hard to say?" was the reply- "but they may make trould not have retreated very far, but \rould have stopped
the attack within a few days. They have the city com- and given the enemy a good thrashing; but there were only
pletely surrounded, and are close up to it now, as you al\ . twenty of the original "Liberty Boys,'' the rest being young
know."
men of the vicinity, who had not had much experience in
"Well., what shall we do?" asked Mark Morrison.
fighting, and who might become demoralized and flee at
After some discussion it was decided to ask permission a critical moment.
from General Lincoln to remain out in the country a
Tahng this into consideration, Dick kept up the retreat,
week, looking after the British who were foraging and pil- much to Bob EstalJrook's disappointnl.ent.
!aging the patriot homes, and Dick's idea was that by that
"Oh, say, Dick, let's stop and give those fellows a thrashtime the attack would be made by the British, and then he ing,'' he said. 'We have run from them long enough."
and his "Liberty Boys" could get into the affair, and make
Dick explained the matter to Bob, which he could do
an attack from the rear and do a good deal of damage, without the others hearing, they riding side by side. Bob
without running much risk of being captured.
could not help admitting that there was wisdom in Dick's
So he asked permission to make an extended scouting course, but he did hate to flee before the redcoats.
trip, and be absent perhaps a week, and General Lincoln
They b.ad better horses than the majority of British
granted the permission.
troopers, and succeeded in getting away from_ them in
The "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" rode out of the city safety. When they reached the home of the ,Jordans they
that afternoon, and managed to evade the British, who had told the story of the fall of Charleston, and Mr. Jordan and
not quite established a continuous chain as yet, and when the members of his family expressed great sorrow.
CHAPTER IX.
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" Yes, it is bad,'' agreed Dick. " But it can't be helped
now."
"I should have thought that General Lincoln would have
eY:tCl\ated the city before he was completely surrounded
and hemmed in," said Mr. Jordan.
" Dick tried to get him to do so," said Bob. " But he
would not do it. H e thought he could hold the city."
" Too bad," said Mr ..Jordan, with a shake of the head.
"Yes, so it is," agreed Dick.
•
"What are you going to do now, Captain Slater?" the patriot asked.
"f hardly know."
,
"Will you return to the North?"
Dick thougliit a few moments, and ·then said:
"I don't think I shall return right away ."
"I am glad to hear that."
"It is my beli ef that the British will overrun the country, and do a lot of damage, and perhaps, by remaining in
' these parts awhile, we may be abl e to do a good deal of
good."
"Yes; but it will be dangerous, don't you think?"
"Yes, to a certain extent. But th en, we are al ways in
danger, and have become used to it."
It did not take very long to find this out.
The British had. captur)d Charleston and the patriot
army, and was jubilant. The commander, General Clinton, sent ou t parties in all directions, beth to plunder the
patriot settlers and to seaTch for Dick Slater and his
" Horse Guard,'' of whom th e British had been t~ld by
some of the Tory citizens of Charleston.
General Clinton knew Dick Slater personally. He had
met him more than once, and was well aware of the fact
that there was not, in the entire patriot army, a man who
was so dangerous to the king's cause as was this beardless
youth. ,General Howe, three years before, had offered a
reward of five hundred pounds for the capture of the
youth, who was known far and 1ride as "The Champion Spy
of the Revolution," and while Dick had been captured
on two or three occasions, he had always managed to escape, and the five hundred pounds had never been earned
by any British soldier.
General Clinton wished to capture Dick, or drive him
out of the country, however, and so he again renewed the
offer of fiye hundred pounds for Dick's capture.
"Bring him to me, h ere in Charleston, a prisoner, or
drive him out of t he State,'' he said, and the British troopers said they would do so.
It did not take him long to lea rn that a concerted and
determined effort ·was being made to capture him, and it
made him all the more determined to remain in the vicinity
and worry the British all he possibly could.
"We will stay here till we find out what the British
intend doing in the South," he told the "Liberty Boys,"
and they agreed that this was th e thing to do.
They soon learned that it was going to be dangerous to
remain anywhere near Charleston, however; they had suppo;:ed th ey could stay near the Jordan home, and 'l'Gm
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Saunders and Will .Forbes ~ere in the seventh heaven of:
delight over the prospect of spending perhaps weeks
there, but their dreams of happiness were rudely shattered.
The British became so thick in the vicinity~and, indeed,
b all directions within twenty-fiye to thirty miles of
Uharleston, that the party hac1 to pull up stakes at night
and sl.ip away, keep.lng well in the timber as it went.
"Where are we going now, Dick?" asked Bob, when they
were sure they had gotten through the British lines.
"I'll tell you where we will go, Bob. Up into the High
Hills 0£ the Santee."
"I've been there. 'rhey'TC about ten miles from here,
aren't they?"
"Yes, about that."
"Well, I think that will be tbe be~t and safest place for
us to go."
"So do I; once we are there we will be absolutely safe;
all the British in South Carolina could not capture us."
" No; not if all the Tories in the State were to join in
and help them."
"We will go right on up into the High Hills of the
Santee, select a place and make a camp. Then "·e will
settle down to worry the British all we can."
"And we are the boys that can do a lot of worrying when
we settla down to it," said Bob.
"We will give them a lot of work, anyway,'' said Dick,
"and I think we will be able to be of great benefit to many
of the patriot settlers of this part of the country."
"Yes; the British will try to take all that the patriot
have that is worth taking, and we will pounce down on the
rascals, and make it lively for them at every opportunity."
"['hat's what we'll do."
The "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" reached the Rig
Hills of the Santee just at sunrise, and spent an houi
looking for a suitable spot for an encampment.
One was found, then, that suited them, and they went
into camp.

CHAPTER X.
ON THE HIGH HILLS OF SA:N"TEE.

Dick had selected the camping spot with an eye to t '
safety of his men in case the camp was discovered by t '
Britisb.

it was so situated that it would. be impossible for t <
B:r;itish to surround them; and they could retire throu
'the timber, and along deep ravines and around the hil
and would be able to get away without much trouble.
And from the tops of tall trees standing in the midst
the encampment it would be possible fu see over the s
rounding country for miles and miles.
It would not only be possible to see any party of r
coats that might be hunting for them, but it would
enable them to see foraging parties of the British
descend upon them and sp~il their plans.
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A Jookout was sent up into one of the trees, and the
went to work to make the camp comfortable for their

y.
The eighty natives of the region who had joined the
$berty Boys' Horse Guard" were glad that Dick had decided to remain in the vicinity. They were anxious regarding the safety of their families, and they knew that if
uyone could protect the patriot families Dick could do it.
That very afternoon the lookout reported that a foraging party of the British was to be seen, two miles away, at
a house, and the "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" was headed
that way within a few minutes' time.
They got to the house just in time. The British troopers
had been angered by the refusal of the settler to tell them
where they would find gold or silver hidden, and had set
fire to the hou,se.
There were perhaps fifty of the troopers, but Dick and
his men took them by surprise, and scattered them to the
four winds.
Fourteen were killed, and six were wounded; the resif
managed to reach their horses, mount, and make their
escape.
The "Liberty Boys" buried the dead redcoats, and conveyed the wounded ones to the home of a Tory, who, so
the patriot settler told them, lived half a mile away, and
the Tory, of course, could not well refuse to take the
wounded redcoats in and take care of them.
"And tell the redcoats, when they come to your"house,"
said Dick, "that Dick Slater and his 'Honie Guard' is going
to put a stop to the robbing and pillaging that is now
being indulged in by the British soldiers."
"I'll tell them," the Tory said sullenly.
"See that you do; and tell them that if they harm any
women or children, or burn any houses, rt will go hard
with them."
"I'll tell them," in the same sullen voice.
Only a dozen or so of the "Horse Guard" had come to
the Tory's home, to bring the wounded r edcoats; the rest
had remained at the patriot home to put the fire out, that
having been started by the British troopers, and they succeeded in doing it before it had done mu~h dll.mage.
Then, having finished what was to be done at th~ Tory's
home, Dick and his comrades went back to the patriot's
home. The fire had just been extinguished, and when Dick
was pointed out to the patriot settler as the leader of the
"Horse Guard," and his name was mentioned, the man
shook hands with him, and thanked him earnestly for
coming to the aid of himself and family.
"Oh, that is all right," said Dick. "That is what we
are here for. "\Ye are going to remain in these parts and
make it hot for the British, and put a stop to the way they
have been doing, if we can do so."
The man shook his head doubtfully.
"You think we can't do it, eh?" said Dick.
"I'm afraid you can't."
"Well, it will be a big task, I suppose; but we will be
able to hold them in check some, at any rate."
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"Yes, you ought to be able to do that."
Then Dick and bis comrades rode back to their camp in
the hills.
·
They kept a lookout in the tree-top the whole time, anu
half an hour after they had' got back the loOkout announced that another party of redcoats was in sight.
"Are they at the home of a patriot?" asked Dick.
"No, but they are almost to a house, which is, I think,
the home of a patriot."
"All right; keep your eye on them, and if they stop
there let us know."
"All right."
Dick gave the order for the horses to be bridled and saddled, and this was done, and presently the lookout called ·
out:
"They've stopped at the house."
"All right. Come down," called out Dick. "We'll make
them wish they' had stayed in Charleston."
The lookout descended quickly, and then all mounted
their horses and rode away.
"Take the lead," said Dick to the youth who had been
the lookout. "You know the way."
They rode at a gallop, and twenty minutes later the·
youth who was guiding the party brought his horse to a.
stop, and the others did likewise.
"The house where the redcoats were when I saw them
is just around the bend a,head, yonder,'' he said. "I don't
know whether they are there now or not, of course."
"We'll soon find out," said Dick.
Then he took the lead, and motioning to his followers,
said :
"Follow me now, and come with a rush. Fire the instant you see me level my musk,et."
The youths nodded their heads, and then Dick rode forward at a gallop.
He dashed around the bend at full speed, and there, sure
enough, were the British troopers.
They were busily engaged in robbing and plundering the
house of the patriot.
"At them, 'Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, in a foud, ringing voice. "Give it to the scoundrels ! Kill them!"
A wild yell went up irom the youths.
They watched Dick, and when he lifted his musket they
did the same, and the next moment they fired a volley.
The British troopers had been taken by surprise, and
perhaps a dozen of their men fell dead, while several were
wounded, some qt1ite seriously.
They fired a volley, wildly, without taking aim, and then
fled into the timber at the back of the patriot's house, leaving their horses tied to the front yard fence.
It was a comparatively small party of troopers, not to exceed thirty, and almost half their number lay on the
ground.
Dick called a halt, for he knew it would be folly to try
to follow the redcoats, who could escape in the timber.
'
The patriot settler and his family were wild with delight on account of the coming of the party of patriots, and
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when they learned who Dick was they were surprised, and
thanked him earnestly for what he had done for them.
He told them that no thanks were due him; that he
was there to render assistance to the patriot families, and
make things lively for the British.
«well, I guess those fellows think we have made it
lively enough for them,'' grinned Bob.
"And we made them move lively, too,'' said Sam Sanderson.
"Yah, dot ish so," said Carl Gookenspiel.er.
"Oh. phwat's dhe madther wid yez, Dootchy?" cried
Patsy Brannigan. "Shure, an' av all dhe 'Liberty Byes'
wur loike yez, dhere wouldn't be much runnin' done by
dhe ridcoaots, begorra."
"I haf didded me mine shareness uf maging dose retgoats run lige rappits, py shimmanetty," said Carl.
To do the two youths justice, they were both good .fighters. They were utterly fearless, and Dick often told Bob
and the others that he would hate to lcse the two. ,They
were not only as good fighters as any of the youths, but
were a boon besides, in that they furnished amusem~mt for
the rest when there was nothing of interest going on, and
.
when they were in camp."
"You are both all right,'' said Dick, "so stop yom quarreling."
. "Yes, stop quarreling and go to fighti,ng," said Bob.
"Begorra, an' it's mes5.lf would loike a chance at dhe
· Dootchy," said Patsy with a grin. "Oi would l'ave nothin'
but a grease-spot, an' thot's dhe thruth."
"It would be a big grease-spot, Patsy," grinned Bob.
"I vould mage dot Irishmans up indo mincemeat uf ve
vas to fight mit one anodder, alretty," said Carl.
'l'hen the two subsided, for they saw Dick wanted to talk
to the patriot.
I
After a brief conversation, Dick told the youths to bury
the dead redcoats, and then a team was hitched to a wagon,
the wounded troopers were placed in the wagon, on some
straw, and they were taken to the home of a Tory who
lived three-quarters of a mile away, where they were
placed untler the man's care, he being willing to look after
the wounded men, because of the fact that they were
British troopers.
Then the youths drove back to the home of the patriot,
and found the "Liberty Boys" ready to take their departure. They took the horses belonging to the British when
they went, and Dick told the farmer that they were where
they could keep watch of his home, and that if the troopers
came back to tell them they had better go about t heir
1
business if they wished to live.
The patriot said he would do so, a;nd then the party took
its departure, and half an hour later was back at the encampment on the hill.
"Well, we have done pretty well, this afternoon," said
Bob Estabrook.
"So we. have," agreed Dick. ''I hope we shall be
a~le to do as well every day."
The others echoed this wish, and then, as it was getting

along toward evening, they set to work to get supp
They had taken some provisions from the home of t
Tory where the wounded men had been taken, and had al
bought some meat from the patriot farmer, and they we
pretty well fixed, so far as food was concerned.
The lookout remained up in the top of the ti·ee, and
told Dick that the redcoats who had fled to the woods hJ
come forth, and after a conversation with the settler, hal
taken their departure.
"All right; I guess they have I.earned a lesson," sai(
Dick. «Stay up there as long as you can see, and the1
come down and have some supper." .
"All right. I'm mighty hungry, I tell you."
The youths cooked and ate their supper, and by this tim
it was dark, and the lookout came down and ale his supper
Then Dick stationed sentinels, for he did not intend tha
his force sho uld be taken by surprise.
"We are here to take the British by surprise," he tol<
Bob. "I don't intend that they shall turn the tables 01
•
us."
"That's right," agreed Bob.

J

CHAP'I'ER XL
THE "HORSE GU.ARD" AT WORK.

Next morning, leaving the ''Liberty Boys" in camp
Dick and Bob mounted their horses and rode away on 1
scouting expedition.
Their idea was that the redcoats had been struck sucl
hard blows, and that if they were to get a chance at othel
parties, they would have to look around in other directiorn
for them.
So they rode away toward the west.
They rode slowly, and talked as they went along.
An hour and a half later they paused on the top of 1
high hill and gazed about them.
Suddenly Bob exclaimed:
"Look yonder, Dick!"
''Where, Bob?"
Bob pointed toward the north.
Half a mile away was a large house, almost a mansion
and it was evidently the home of a planter who was quib
well to do, for there was a number of cottages for the ne
groes. In front of the house were three wagons, and ~
these wagons articles of various kinds were being place~
"What does it mean, Dick?"
"I think that it is plain enough, Bob. Those men w
are putting the things in the wagon are British soldie~
aren't they?"
"Yes; I see the red uniforms."
"Exactly; well, it is a foraging party, and they are loa
ing the wagons with valuables from the house.
''It looks that way."
' "Yes; the owner of the place is a patrot, undoubtedly
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''And I suppose the redcoats will drive to Charleston
•
"th the wagons."
"Yes-if they are not interfered with."
Bob started and gave Dick a quick, eager look.
"Then you are thinking of-"
He stopped, and Dick nodded.
''Yes, Bob; we must head this party off and put a stop
to its work."
"But how are you going to do it? The boys are not
here."
"'rhey must be brought here, Bob."
"Ah!"
"I will give you the work of getting the boys here, Bob,
while T remain and keep watch of the enemy."
"Shall I have them come right back here?"
"No; the wagon· will probably be fhe miles from here,
in the direction of Charleston before you could get back."
"Then where shall we go?"
"Aim to strike this road at a point ten miles south from
here."
"Will you be there?"
. "Yes; I'll keep watch from here, and when the British
start, I will start also. and will keep ahead of them, and
join you before we make an attack.''
"All right; I'm off."
"Ride as fast as possible, Bob.''
"I will."
Bob rode away, going back in the direction from which
he and Dick had come only a few minutes before.
He rode hard, and three-quarters of an hour later arrived at the camp.
"Hello! What's the mater?"
'"Where's Dick?"
"Did you get into trouble?"
"Surely Dick hasn't been captured?"
"Why have you returned alone, Bob?"
Such were a few of the question~ fired at Bob.
"Nothing is the matter, boys.; Dick i~ all right,'' said
Bob. "Bridle and saddle your horse8 at once. There is
work for us."
The youths asked no more questions, but hastened .to do
as told. If there was work to do they were eager to get at

it.
Fifteen minutes later the entire force was in the saddle
and riding away toward the southwest.
Then Bob explained as they rode along, telling what he
and Dick had seen.
The youths were excited and eager.
"We'll capture the redcoats," said one.
"Yes, or kill them," from another.
"Jove, you say there are three wagons, Bob?" asked another.
"Yes."
"Well, those fellows must have gone into the robbing
business on a large scale."
"That's right,'' said Bob; "they seemed to be taking
almost everything of value out of the mansion."
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"What will we do with the stuff, Bob-take it back to
the place wh ere the redcoats got it?"
"Yes; we don't want it. We are here to protect the
pahiot~ and make trouble for the redcoats, and that is all
we care for."
"All we take from anybody will be something in the
way of provisions for ourselves and horses,'' said Mark
Morrison.
"That's it," said Bob.
'rhe youths rode at a gallop, and an hour later struck the
road that they believed the wagons would traverse in going
to Charleston.
Bob called a halt, and looked up the road as far as possible. He could see nothing of Dick, but the road made
a bend not more than haH a mile away, and that was as far
as he could see.
"Let's ride ,up to the top of this hill, here,'' he said,
poinfo1g. "I think ''"e will be able to see quite a distance
up the road from there."
The youths rode up to the top of the hill, and looked
toward the north. They could see bits of the road for <l
distance of a mile or more, and presently they saw a horseman ride around a bend perhaps three-quarters of a mile
distant.
"There's Dick!" exclaimed Bob.
"You are right,'' said Sam Sanderson.
It was Dick, sure enough, a cl as he was riding at a ga1lop he was soon at the point oppoRite where the youths
were.
Bob gave utterance to a hrill whistle, and Dick brought
his horse to a stop, and looked up toward the top of the
hill.
H e saw the ''.Liberty Boys," and turning his horse's
head, rode up the slope and joined them.
"Well, you're on hand, I ee,'' he greeted.
"Yes,'' said Bob. "Whe1·e are the redcoats?"
"They are coming· of course, they travel much slower
than I have been traveling, and are douotless two or three
crriles behind.''
"How many redcoats are there, Dick?"
•' \
"About fifty."
1
'In what order are they traveling?"
"'There i a party of twenty-five or such matter ahead of
the wagon s, and another party of about the same number
behind them.''
"What will we do-go for the first party, or let it pass?"
"Oh, we will attack it."
"But won't the other party, and the drivers of the wagons hear the firing and take the alarm?"
"I'll fix that. About half our party will ride on down
the road half a mile or so, ano lie in wait there. we will
remain here with the other half. When the party of
twenty-five redcoat troopers come along, we won't bother
them, but will let them go on down the road. But when
they get to where the· other party of 'Liberty Boys' are,
they will make an attack."
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"I see; and you expect the wagons to be here by that
time."
"Yes; and we will attack the drivers, and the other party
of troopers."
"That's a good scheme."
"I think s~; now you take forty of the boys and go on
down the road three-quarters of a mile or a mile, Bob; I
will remain here with the rest."
"All right."
Bob designated the youths who were to accompany him,
nnd they set out, riding back down to the road, and then
down it, presently disappearing around a pend in the.
road.
·

f

The youths who were left on the hilltop turned their
attention up the road, and presently they saw a wagon
come around the bend three-quar ers of a mile away.
Presently . another came in sight, and then still another.
There wa · a strip of road perhaps two or three hundretl
yards long that could be seen, and when the wagons again
disappeaTed behind the intervening ridge, a party of
horsemen wa6 seen come around the bend three-quarters
,of a mile away.
"I thought you said there was a party of twenty-five
redcoats ahead of the wagons, Dick,'' said Sam Sanderson.
"There is; back among the trees, all, so they won't see
us. They will be around the bend here in a few moments."
"Ah, they must have got across the open bit of road
while we were looking after Bob and the boys."
"Yes, that is it."
'rhe youths rode back in among the trees, and dismounted. Then they peered do1rn and watched with interest.
Only a few minutes passed, and then a party of troopers rode around the bend, and moved down the road.
There were nbout twenty-five of them, and they rode
past the point where the youth · were, and on down the
rnacl, disappearing around the bend a few minutes later.
"J oYC, T hope 0111· boys· are out of sight of the redcoats!" said Mark Morrison.
"They are," said Dick. "The road twists and turns
among the hills, and it is impossible to see more than a
quarter of a mi]P. ahead, and our boys are at least half a
mile ahead of the redcoats."
"Yes, I gues · they are."
Then the youths tnrned their attention in the direction
from which the wagons were coming.
"Are we to rush down and make an attack on the drivers
of the wagons as soon a::; they appear, Dick?" asked one
of the youths.
"We will wait till the first wagon is almost even with us;
then we will ride down and stop the three of them. By
that time the other party of troopers will be in sight, and
we will charge the scoundrels, leaving three or four of our
number to guard the wagons f!,nd see that the clrivers don't
try to get away."

"All right; we'll remember the programme, and will follow it lo the Letter."
Presently the first wagon came creeping around the bend
in the road a quarter of a mile distant.
"It is time to mount our horses, boys," said Dick.
All did so, and then they sat there, peering down at the
wagons, all three of which were now in sight.
"You see there is a redcoat on the seat beside each of the
drivers," said I)ick. " If either of the three attempt to
shoot put a bullet through him."
"We will," was the grim reply.
The wagons crawled slowly along. They would soon be
even with the spot where the youths were in waiting.
, "Ready, boys," said Dick. "When I give the signal,
ride down and head the wagons off; then be ready to charge
the troopers the instant they come in. sight around the
bend."
The members . of "The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard"
nodded to signify that they understood what was expected
of them.
Suddenly Dick gave utterance to the expected signal'a low, tremulous whistle.
The "Liberty Boys" dashed down the slope, and headed
the wagons off. They shot the guard of the first wagon,
and the driver elevated his hands in terror.
"Don't shoot!" he cried.

CHAPTER XII.
I·

THE ROUT OF THE REDCOATS.
('

The guard that had been shot had attempted to shoot
at the "Liberty Boys" as they dashed toward the wagon
he was on, and he had paid for his temerity with his life.
The other two guards profited by the experience of their
comrade, and threw down their muskets and held up their
hands, to show that they had no intention of offeTing resistance.
"Mark, you and two of the boys guard the wagons,'' said
Dick. "We will look after the troopers."
Then he turned to his followers and said :
"Come on, boys; the troopers will be around the bend in
a moment, and we must give them a surprise. We'll meet
them as they come."
He urged his horse forward at a gallop, the other youths
following, and just as they passed the hindmost wagon
the party of troopers came dashing around the bend in
the road.
When they saw the force they were up against they
rein.ed their horses back upon their haunches, and this
action caused them to be taken at a disadvantage, for the
horses were not expecting to be stopped so suddenly, and
many of them reared and plunged on account of the
pain caused to their mouthE by the bits.
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men in the head w~tgou, yonder, ancl WC' ll'ill ta!rn them on
down to the Tory's house."
This was done, the "Liberty Boys" handling the wounded men as carefully as was possible, for the youths were
humirne and more tender of heart than might have been
expected.
"No w, part of the force will remain here and watch the ·
wagons, and guard against the return of the dozen or so
The redcoats fired a scattering volley, but their horses troopers that ran away so fast, while lhe rest of lit:> will
were leaping and cavorting to such an extent that none accompany this wagon that has the w-0unded men in it."
Dick and about forty of the "Liberty Bbys" accompanied
of the bullets did any damage, and then the "Liberty Boys"
the wagon that had the wounded men in it, and twenty
fired a volley from their pistols.
That settled it; those who were still in the saddl.e'=. minutes later they arrived at the home of the man they
about one-half the number that had ridden around the suspected of being a Tory. When they got there they found
bend a few moment before-whirled their horses and that he and his boy, a youth of sixt en or seventeen years,
dashed wildly back arou"ncl the bend and disappeared from had carried the four wounded troopers into the house, and
thia made Dick sme the man was a Tory.
sight.
"I've brought you some more patients," he said, addressThe "Liberty Boys" would have followed, but Dick
ing the farmer.
called them back.
"You have hey?" in a sullen voice.
"Let them go," he said. " \\' e have done well. enough.
"Yes."
Ah, Llsten to that!''
I
"How many?"
Away, toward the south, was heard the sound of firing
"Six."
Bob .and his boys are attacking the other party of troop"Waal, I guess yc'll hev ter bring 'em in, but I'm
ers!" Sam cried. "Let some of us go to their assistblamed ef I know whur we'll put 'em. I hain't got enny
ance."
too much room, ez et is."
"I don't think they will need any assistance," said
"Oh, they won't n eed muc 1 room. Just spread some
Dick; ''but hventy-fise of you boys may go. You may be blankets on the floor, and we will bring the wounded
able to hea.d off some of the fugitives."
~en in and }Jlace them on the blankets."
The youths divided up into two parties, and one of the
"All right."
parties dashed away, down the road, leaving Di,ck and
Twenty minut'es later the ten wounded men were lying
twenty-five "Liberty Boys'' to guard the wagons.
side by side on blankets pread on the floor of an extra
The firing did not continue long, down the road, and rovm, and Dick went to work to do what he could for the
twenty 'minutes later the entire party of "Liberty Boys" poor fellows.
that had been down that way came riding up.
Six of them were painfully, but not seriously wounded,
"What luck did you have, Bob?" asked Dick.
but four were very seriously wounded, ~nd Dick doubted
"Good luck, Dick. We downed twenty of the redcoated
whether they would recover, e,ien with the best of care.
rascaL."
He dressed the wounds of these four first, and then at"Only a few got away, eh?"
tended to the six.
"Five or six."
"There; that's the best that can be done for them, with
"How many dead and how many wounded, Bob?"
the limited means at our command," he said. '~ ou had
'·Sixteen dead, four wounded."
better send your boy to Charleston for a physician."
"Jove, you boys must have taken good aim before you
"Thet's whut I thort I'd do; I kain't hev all these heer
pulled trigger."
woonded men beer, fur we hain't fixed ter take keer uv
"We did. But how did you come out here?"
'em."
"We killed one of the guards on the wagons, and four"I suppose not."
teen of tbe troopers are dmrn-eight dead and six woundThen Dick went out to where the "Liberty Boys" were
ed."
in waiting, the old farmer a~companying him.
The "Liberty Boys" were now within musket-shot distance, and Dick ordered them to fire.
The youths obeyed, firing a volley that tumb1ed eight
men from the saddles.
"Now charge!" cried Dick. "f'harge, and give them a
pistol volley!"
'fhe youths uashed forward, giving utternnce to wild
yells.

"Well, what is to be done with the ten wounded men,
Dick ?"
"We'll put them in the wagons and take'them to the
borne of a good loyalist and make him take them in."
"Good! There's a house down near where we struck the
redcoats, and I think from the 'my the owner of the place
talked and looked-he came out to where we \Yere, after
the affair was over-that he is a T ory."
"Very good. Boys. lay hold and place the six wounded

'·Who air ~'C fellers, ennyho1v?" he asked, looking at the
youths curiottsly, and in a manner not overfriendly.
"Oh, we are a party of young chaps who haven't much to
do, so we simply ride around the country and pop over the
redcoats whenever we see them rqbbing and plundering
the farmers."
""Who hev they be'n robbin' an' i_)lunderin'?"
"A lot of £armers farther up the road."
"How'd l1\e know?"

.-
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·'We saw them doing it." .,. 1 ·
.
"Ye did?"
"Yes; that wagon, there, is filled with plunder from the
big house on the lefthand side of the road, seven or eight
miles from here."
"Whur ther nigger cabins air?"
"Yes."
"Waal, thet man is er rebel, an' ther British troopers hev
er right ter take whutever they want frum rebels."
"Oh, they have the right to do that, eh?" remarked
Dick, looking keenly and somewhat sternly at the Tory.
"Yas,'' was the sullen and somewhat defiant reply.
"Well, now, if that is true, then we, who are patriots,
have the right to take anything you, a Tory, have that
pleases us."
I
"I don' see et thet way. Ye air rebels, a-fightin' erg'inst
ther king, an' all who air in sym perthy with ye ort~· be
robbed uv ever'thin' they hev."
"That may be the way you look at it, but we don't. We
believe that the king has no right to rule over us, and in a
wish you
few years he won't be doing so. Then you
had been on our side and helped make yourself a free
man."
"I'm free enuff now"
"No, you are not; you work here like a slave, and have
to give up a portion of what you earn to a man who lives
across the ocean, a man you have never seen, and who has
never seen you."
"And a man who doesn't want to see you," said Bob.
"What is more, he wouldn't speak to you if he were to meet
you. He would look upon you as being fit only for him to
wipe his feet on. Do you like to work for such a man as
that?"
"Oh, I don't berleeve whut ye say,'' was the growling
reply.
"Of course you don't," said Bob. "A man who wants to
remain the slave of a man whom he never saw and never
will see, and to whom he owes nothin¥ at all, hasn't sense
enough to recognize the truth when he hears it, or to believe it."
"I've got ez much sense ez ye hev,'' growled the man.
Bob laughed. " If 1 thought that I would go off somewhere and drown myself," he said.
The other youth:: laughed, and this made the Tory so
inad that he snorted angrily and went back into the house.
"Now we will go back, boys," said Dick. " But, first, one
of you go and get a spade from this old Tory, and we will
bury the dead redcoats when we get back to where the
other two wagons are."
"What about these dead troopers, Dick?" asked Bob,
pointing to the still forms lying around.
"Let the nian who likes to be a slave to King George
work for him, by burying the king's de:ad subjects," was
the reply.
"That's right; that's the thing." _
One of the "Liberty Boys" went to the door and asked if

will

the man had a spade he could let them have, and he told
why they wanted it.
"Yas, I hev two spades," was the reply.
"WelL, keep one for your own use," said the youth.
"There are sixteen dead redcoats out here, and you will
have to bury them, which you will of course be only too
glad to do, since you are such an ardent admirer of the
king."
"Y as, I'll bury 'em. Don't ye worry erbout thet."
He got a spade and gave it to the "Liberty Boy,'' who
placed it in the wagon, and then the mule team was turned
around, and the party made its way back up the road.
Twenty minutes later they reached the spot where the
other youths were guarding the two wagons, and received
the report that all was quiet.
They they buried the dead redcoats, after which the
other two wagons were turned jarouncl, and the entire
party ma<le its way back up the road.
Of course, they could not go very fast, for the wagons
were loaded pretty heavily, and it was nearly two hours
before they reached the mansion from which most of the
plunder in the three wagons had been taken.
Th,eir coming was a great surprise to the patriot owneu
of the plantation, who had not expected to ever again see
any of his property.
And when he learned who Dick and his comrades were
he gave them a hearty Southern welcome.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE "LIBERTY BOYS" .A.T .A. D.A.NCE.

The man's name was James Hosterman, and he insisted
that the youths hould remain and take supper with him.
Dick saic1 there were too many of his men, but the planter
said no, that he could take care of all, so Dick consented.
He knew the man would feel greatly disappointed if they
did not stay.
There were scores of negroes on the place-slaves, of
course--and a lot of them took the youths' horses and
led them away, to give them feed and water. A lot more
werl.t to work, unloading the wagons and carrying the
valuable old furniture ancl other plunder back into the
mansion, from which it had been taken only a couple of
hours before.
Other negroes were busy in the kitchen, cooking for the
one hundred guests, and extra tables were being placed in
the great dining-room, for it was the purpose of Mr. Hosterman to seat them all at the same time.
When everything was working smoothly, and the youth
were seated on the broad piazza. Mr. Hosterman invite
Dick to enter, and led him to the drawing-room, and in
traduced him to Mrs. Hosterman and Miss Louise Hoster
man, their daughter, a yonng lady of perhaps twenty years
She was very beautiful, and it was plain that she was grea
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impressed by Dick's appearance. Doubtless not many
handsome, manly-looking young fellows as he were to be
und in the neighborhood.
The conversation was lively, and mauy questions were
isked by the three, all of which Dick an wered promptly.
!'he three wondered how Dick and his men had succeeded
in escaping capture, when Charleston was surrendered,
and Dick explained that his force was outside the city at
the time.
The three thanked Dick most earnestly for bringing
their furniture and valuables back to them. They had not
expected to ever again see any of the stuff that had been
taken.
When supper was ready all repaired to the great diningroom, where a small table had been placed for the family,
and th~ young commander of the "Liberty Boys' Horse
Guard." The members of the force sat at two long tables,
which reached almost clear across the room.
There was a splendid supper on lhe table, and the youths
certainly enjoyed it. They had been living on coarse camp
fare for a long while, and this meal was a luxury to them.
Talk and laughter was heard on every side,. and all enjoyed themselves hugely.
It was evident that Miss Louise had taken a great fancy
to Dick, but he .was careful not to pay any particular attention to her, as he did not wish to make an impression on
her. He had a sweetheart up in New York State, and was
nc;t desirous of making him self liked by any other girl.
He talked to :Mr. Hosterman and his wife fully as much
as he did to the girl.
When supper was over the youths went out on the piazza,
for it wail a beautiful evening, and this was a very pleasant
lace to sit.
The youths talked of the enco11nirr 1\·iih the British
troopers, and all were very well satisfh>rl with the outcome
f the affair.
Mr. Ho$terman asked Dick how long he expected to reain in the South.
"I don't know, sir," was the reply. "I thought of tay"ng as long as I could be of any great benefit to the patriot
ettlers in these parts. The British are very bold and arroant, since capturing Charleston, and will need to be checkd, or they will be vel"y cruel and heartless in their treatent of patriots."
"True, Mr. Slater. But I think that a few such lessons
s they received this afternoon will teafh them to behave
hemsel ves."
"It will help to do so, at any rate, sir."
"I should think, though," said the plantar, "that it
would be extremely dangerous for you to remain here,
with such a small force as you have. Are you not afraid
that the British will hunt you down and make· prisoners
of you."
"Not much afraid, sir. I don't believe that the entire
Britsh army could capture us amid the H igh Hills of
Santee."
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"It would be difficult, I judge, if you are familiar with
the ins and outs of the hills."
"Well, I have been through the hills before, and know
tlrnm pretty well. I don't think the British could possibly know them as well as I do."
"Probably the British have not much knowledge of the
·ountry, but they may secure the services of Tories who
have, and get them to act as guides for their forces."
"That is true; in that case, they might make it pretty
lively for us."
"l should think so; and 1 would ad vise that you be
constantly on your guard. "
"We shall be on our guard all the time; another thing
I would like to do, if possible, and that would be to rescue
some of the patriot soldiers from the hands of the British."
"Down at Charleston, you mean?"
"Yes."
The planter "hook his head. "I don't think that you
could possibly do that," he said.
"Well, of course it would be a difficult matter, but I do
not think it an impossibility."
"You may be right. Still, I am going to watch for an
opportunity to do Romething of the kind, while keeping
watch of the foraging parties of redcoats and putting a stop
to their work."
Presently Mrs. Hosterman called her husband into the
house, and he told Dick to excuse him, that he wpuld be
right back. He was gone perhaps :five minutes, and when
he returned he told Dick that his wife had suggested that
they send for some of the young folks of the vicinity and
have a dance while the "Liberty Boys" were there.
"I will see what the boys say about it, Mr. Ho ·terman,"
said Dick. "1£ they wish to stay we will do so."
He went and ban a talk with the youths. i\ll were eager
for it. Eighty of the youths were Southerners, and they
felt perfectly at home at the mansion, as they were accustomed to Southern hospitality and the ways of the Southerners. The twenty "Liberty Boys" were not averse to
·ome sport, though, and so Dick went back and told Mr.
Hosterman that the youths were pleased with the idea.
"But can you get up a party of young people of both
sexes on such short notice?" he asked.
"Oh, yes; we can have thirty young men and the same
number of young ladies here within one hour's time," was
the reply. "This is quite a thickly settled region."
Mr. Hosterman at obce sent out negro messengers, to the
number of a dozen at least, with instructions to visit the
homes of the neighborhood, and tell the young people to
come to the mansion at once.
The negroes hastened away on their errand, and did
their work well. As may well be supposed, the young
people of the neighborhood were only too glad of the
chance to come to the mansion and see the "Liberty Boys,"
and dance with them. They had heard the news of the
way the "Liberty Boys" had beaten the British troopers,
and were eager to make the acquaintance of the younir
men.
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Especially was this the case with the girls, and it may
be taken for granted that the maidens were unusually careful with their toilets that evening, and that they put on
their best and finest dresses.
As Mr. Hosterman had promised would be the case,
t:k.irty young men and the same number of maidens were at
the mansion within the hour.
All the rooms on the ground flooi· were lighted up, and
the big dining-room was cleared of the tables, and was to
be used for dancing purposes, on account Of the floor being
bare.
Dibk did not lose sight of the fact that he and his men
were practically in the enemy's country, and he placed out
four sentinels, two a hundred yards south of the mansion,
and two about the same distance to the north.
"We wil1 change the guards every half-hour,'' he told
the boys, "and that will not make it a hardship on any
of us."
This was satisfactory to the youths.
An old plantation negro, with his fiddle, had put in an
appearance, and soon the dancing began. Jollity reigned
8upreme. The young men of the neighborhood were very
generous, in tliat they dicl not do much dancing, but peri;nitted the "Liberty Boys" to do most of it, and this
pleased the girls greatly. They could dance with their
beaux at any time, but they might never again have an opportunity to dance with the members of the company of
youths known as "The Liberty Boys of '76." They considered this quite an honor, and all the girls were eager to
dance with Dick Slater.
Even Pat!ly Brannigan and Carl Gookenspieler danced,
and t he antics of the Irishman, and the grotesque motions
of the Dutch youth occasioned great amusement. The
two kept making sar7astic remarks about each other, and
this kept the young folks laughing, for some o the things
the two said would have made a dog laugh.
"Those two are comical fellows, Captain Slater,'' said a
young laity wbo was dancing wi h Dick.
"Yes,'' he said. " They are a boon to the members of
my compan:, for they keep up in good spirits when otherwise we would be very much depressed."
"Are they really angry at each other, Mr. Slater?"
"Oh, no; that is their way of talking and acting toward
each other. They are fast friends, and would fight for
each other much quicker than they would eJ:lgage in a
fight with each other."
"Well, anyone who doesn't understand would think they
were very angry at each other, and that they would soon
engage in a fight."
"Yes; but I really believe that i~ one were to lose his
life in a battle with the British the other would be so
heartbroken and lonesome that he would die."
"Well, .well! That is very strange; one would not
expect to see an· Irishman and a Dutchman such close
friends ."
"No; as a rnle they don't think a great deal of one
another."

Every girl Dick danced with asked him about Patsy and
Ca,rl, and he had to explain the matter QVer and over again.
It wa.s fun for the young men of the neighborhood, who
were playing the part of wall flowers, and they were glad
that they had something to amuse themselves with. They
laughed till they cried, almost, at the antics of the Irish
and Dutch youths.
"I wouldn't have missed this for anything," said one to
a companion.
"Nor I,'' was the reply. "I would be willing to do without dancing at all this evening, in order to let those two
fellows be on the floor."
"So would I; they are worth looking at."
The dancing went merrily on, J3,nd all seemed to be enjoying themselves. Every half-hour four of the youths
went out and relieved the four who were on guard, •and so
all had a ;hance to dance and enjoy themselves.
D~ck, seeing that Patsy and Carl were furnishing so
much entertainment for all, did not send either of them
out to stand guard, and thus the fun was kept up by the
two during the whole evening.
At midnight a grand supper was served, and although
the "Liberty Boys" had eaten a splendid meal at six o'clock
in the evening, they were ready for another. It was not
often they got a chance to enjoy luxuries, 11nd they were
inclined to make the most of the opportunity.
After the supper the dancing was continued, and the
fun was at its height, when, about half-past one o'clock,
1
one of the sentinels rushed into the mansion, and called
out:
"A force of horsemen is coming, Dick! Likely they ar
British dragoons!"
Instantly alL was confusion.

CHAPTER XIV.
PLAYING HIDE AND SEEK IN THE HIGH HILLS.

"How large a force is it, do you think?" asked Die
hastening to the youth.
"I don't know, Dick, bnt the chances are that it is to
strong a force for us to fight against."
"Just then the other three sentinels cam~ rushing i
with the report that it was a strong force, and Dick at on
called the "Liberty Boys" around him, and said:
"We will slip out the back way, boys, and leave
young folks here. They must keep right on dancing,, an
when the radcoats ask where we are, they must deny t
we have been here." .
The youths then hastened out of the mansion, by t
rear way, and Dick explained to Mr. Hostennan what
wished done. The planter said he would see to it that t
progmmme wa~ carried out, and the old negro went
work, at the command, and played energetically, w
. the young men and women of the neighborho.od we.nt c
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rearing and plunging. This, of course, frightened the
other horsrn, an'd soon the animals were all rearing, plunging, and snorting in terror.
The captain hastened to rejoin his men, and yelled at
them to fire a volley; but they were too busy trying to control their frightened horses, and the' "faberty Boys" did
the firing, a volley from their pistols doing much to increase the demoralization of the enemy.
In spite of the commands from the l3riti ·h ct1ptain, the
entire forc e of troopers went dashing a 1rny do11:n the road,
nnd he, no,t being able to find hi s horse, had to run across
the road, and take refuge' in the timber, where he almost
_,,
tore his hair, so great was his rage.
He made his way down, parallel with the road, and finally found a riderless horse, which he mounted and rode at a
gallop 'till he overtook his men.
He ordered them to halt, which they did, they being now
over their sudden fright, and having regained control of
their horses.
"Why did you flee like a party of cowardly militiamen?"
the captain cried. "I am ashamed of you ! Why did you
not remain and .kill every one of the cowardly rebels?"
"Our horses became unmanageable, sir," was the reply,
from one of the troopers. "We tried to hold them, but
could not."
away again."
"I suppose that any excuse is better than none," growled
The captain.
.
"How long ago?"
"Oh, three or four hours ago."
I Then he told the men to follow him. "We will go back
"I believe you are lying, sir, and if you don't tell me and wipe up the earth with those rascally rebels,'' he said.
when those rebels went, and where they went, we will "Hold your muskets in readiness for instant use, and when
take you out and hang you to a tree!"
we get within shooting distance don't hesitate an instant,
The dancing had ceased, and a cr01rd of young men and but give it to them, and keep right on going, following up
maidens had approached the door. Cries of terror escaped the musket volley with more from the pistols."
the lips of the girls at this.
The men said they would. They were well over their
"Oh, sir, don't do that!" cried several in unison.
fright, now, and were eager to get even with the• youths
"Don't hurt my father!" pleaded Louise Hosterman.
who had made such havoc among them . •
"I will l).tmg him, just as sure as anything, if_he doesn't
Back the party went, at a gallop, till they were within
ell me when and where those seoundrelly rebels went."
two hundred yards of the mansion, aml then the speed was
At this instant the roar 'of a musket volley was heard, slackened to a walk.
nd with a cry of anger the captain whirled and dashiid
They held their muskets in readiness for instant use, as
ack to ~here his men were.
the captain had ordered, but they were .not giving the
Dick Slater was not the youth to let a chance slip to enemy credit for as much shrewdness as they were postrike an enemy a blow. His idea, when they made their sessed of. Dick Slater was smarter than any redcoat in
ay out by way of the back door was to size u} the force 0£ the party, and he had instructed his men to move up the
edcoats, and if it was not too formidable, strike it a road in the direction taken by the redcoats, which had
low. With this idea in his mind, he stole around, and as been done. They had crossed over, at a point one hunt was a clear, beautiful night, he was enabled to get a dred and fifty yards distant, and had concealed themselves
airly good view of the British~ He judged there were two in the edge of the timber. They were waiting there, mus' undred of the troopers, and this was odds of only two to kets in hand, and when the troopers came along Dick gave
ne, which was not too great. He at once told his men the signal, the low, tremulous whistle, and the one hunl o get ready to fire a volley, and they had crept around to dred youths poured a volley into the enemy, with · disasL here they could get a good chance, and at the signal, a trous effect, at least thirty of the troopers going down, dead
1 ow, tremulous whistle, had fired a volley, which did a great and wounded.
The captain yelled for the troopers to fire, and they did
eal of damage.
It had come unexpectedly, and a score or more of sad- so this time. But they did scarcely any dam::tge, for the
es were emptied. On the air rose wild yells, shrieks, and "Liberty Boys" were behind trees, and the bullets could
, and some of the horses were wounded, and began not reach them, save in a few instances, where the trees
cing with all their might. The girls were pale, hower, and were evidently greatly frightened. They were
· appointed, also, on account of the departure of the
''J,iberty Boys."
The dancing was going on at a great rate when there
came a loud knock on the door. Mr. Hosterman went to the
door, and was there when the negro servant opened it. On
the threshold stood a British canlry officer-a c, ptain.
"Where are those scoundrelly rebels?" the captain cried,
glaring through the doorway, and into the room in which
the dancing was going on.
"What rebels do you have reference to, sir?" asked Mr.
Hosterman.
"You know very well," was the gruff reply. "Dick
Slater and his 'Liberty Boys,' as he calls them."
"They are not here,'' was the reply.
"Who are those young men in there, then?"
"They are neighbor boys, and we are .having a dance,
sir."
"But those scoundrelly rebels were here. They kil.).ed
a number of British soldiers this afternoon, and recovered
a lot of property and brought it back to you. You cannot
deny it."
t
"I make no attempt to deny that, sir; but they went
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were small, and the bullets infiictea wounds in an arm or on horseback, while their enelnies were on foot, made it
·
possible for them to practically laugh at their enemies, for
leg of the youths.
The "Liberty Boys" fired two volleys from their pistols, they could get away at any time, and without much
and this was more than the troopers could withstand. trouble.
· rrheir horses were rearing and plunging, some of them
Dick was careful, and did not permit his force to be
being wounded, and a11 being frightened, and the result surro1inded. He kept well out of the way, and several
was that the force aO'ain clashed a way down the road.
times he succeeded in catching a portion of the British
That ended the fighting for 1_,1at night. The captain was force away from the main force, and struck hard blow~,
among those who had gone down, and the troopers who killing and wounding a number of men each time.
had fled kept on going, and made their way back to
The officers of the regiment were wild with rage, and
Charleston, where they told a wonderful story of how dicl their best to get at the little force of " rebels," bu t
they had been attacked by an overll'helming force and half could not, and finally the.1· returned to Charleston and retheir number killed and wounded .
ported that it was impossible to catch the enemy.
Generals Clinton and Cornwallis hardly knew what to
Generals Clinton and Cormrallis were angry, and orlarge,
vev
any
that
possible
it
think
not
did
think. They
dered that the work of nmni ng the "Liberty Boys' Horse
force could be in the vicinity of Charleston, but the troop- Guard" to earth be kept up. It was kept up , but was uners stuck to their story that it was a strong ·force, of at least successful, for the yontl1S were too smart to permit themfive hundred, and the result was that a regiment was selves to be captured. They were at home on the High
started out that forenoon, with instructions to hunt the Hills of Santee, while the redcoats were not, and thus they
enemy down and kill or capture the rebels.
had all the advantage.
The regiment was nearly two <lays in marching to the
Tom Saun<lers and Will Forbes ma<le several trips to the
home of the planter, Mr. Hosterman, aucl wl1en they got home of the Jordans, near C'harle,;ton, and courted the two
there they found the mansion had been turned into a girls, Ruth atid J.,izzie; on one or i.wo oera~ions they came
temporary hosp~1:al. There were twenty-seven British very near being captured, but this had no effect toward
troopers there, wounded and being taken care of, and keeping them away. TJrny were deeply in love with tpe
among them was the captain of the fo~·ce that had met two patriot girls, and would have gone there if they had
with such a reverse, and he told them that seventy of his been forced to run a gantlet of redcoats all the way.
men had been killed.
The "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" grew i.o be such a
"How many of the' rebels are there?" was asked. He re- terror to the British that th ey 1rere almost afraid to venplied that so far as he had been able to learn there was ture into the country on for~ging expeditions at all, and
about one hundred of them, and this :filled the officers of would not do so unless there were three or four hundred
the regiment of foot soldiers with amazement.
in the force, and finally Dick decided that they had done afl
«Your men, who came to Charleston 1rith the news of much good as i.hey could do in the South, and gave the
the trouble said that there were at least five hundred of eiO'hty Southern youths permission to return to their
the relrels,'' said one; "and we have brought a regiment h~es, while he and the nineteen youths who were original
wi th us!"
members of "rrhe Liberty Boys of '76" returned to the
I'm
brought,
have
you
men
the
all
North.
need
you'll
"Well,
thinking," was the quiet reply.
The "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" was remembered and
rrhe officer in question looked wonderingly at the cap- talked about by the people of South Carolina many years
.
tain.
after the close of the Revolutionary War.
"I guess the wound you have has taken all the grit out
of yon, captain," he said.
THE END.
"I am a British soldier, and as proud of the fact as you
can be, sir," was the reply, "but at the same time I must
The next number ( 129) of "The Liberty Boys of '76"
say that you are mistaken. You \vould lose' your wager,
will contain "TB.E LIBERTY BOYS AND AARON
if you were to make it."
BURR; OR, BATTLING FOR INDEPENDENCE." by
"I can't believe it. We will very quickly kill or capture
Harry Moore.
the force of rebels in question."
"I hope you may succeed in doing so; but I fear that
you will have a hm·d task doing it."
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
It turned out to be as the captain predicted. The regiment set out to try to run the "Liberty Boys' Horse Guard" are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
down and wipe it off the face of the earth, but the British newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
soldiers soon learned that they had undert~~en n~ small mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
.
h
task. Th e "Liberty Boys" were more fam1har with the
Hills of the Santee than the 'British soldiers were, and SQUARE, NEW YOR~, and you will receive t e copi
were able to keep out of the way. The fact that they were I you order by return mail.
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195 The '.l.'wenty Gray Wolves; or, Fighting A Crafty King.
By
Howard Austin.
196 The Palace of Gold ; or, The Secret of a Lost Race. By Richard
R. Montgomery,
197 Jack Wright's Submarine Catamaran; or, The Phantom Ship of
the Yellow Sea. By "Noname."
198 A Monte Crisfo at 18; or, From Slave to Avenger. By Allyn
Draper.
'
199 The Floating Gold Mine; or, Adrift in an Unknown Sea. By
Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
200 Moll Pitcher's Boy; or, As Brave as His Mother. By Gen'!
Jas. A. Gordon.
201 "We." By Richard R. Montgomery.
'-·
202 Jack Wright and His Ocean Race r; or, Around the World In
20 Days. By "Noname."
203 The Boy Pioneers; or, Tracking an Indian Treasure. By Allyn
Draper.
204 Still Alarm Sam, the Daring Boy Fireman; or, Sure to Be 011
Hand. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
205 Lost on the Ocean; or, Ben Bluf'f's Last Voyage. By Capt. Thoe.
H. Wilson.
206 Jack Wright and His Electric Canoe; or, Working i;n the
Revenue Service. By "Noname."
207 Give Him a Chance; or, How Tom Curtis Won His Way. By
Howard Austin .
208 Jack and I; or, '.rhe Secrets of King Pharaoh's Caves.
By
Richard 1-t. Montgomery.
209 Buried 5,000 Years; or, The Treasure of the Aztecs. By Allyn
~~

210 Jack Wright's Air and Water Cutter; or, Wonderful Adventures
on the Wing and Atloat. By "Noname."
211 The Broken Bottle; or, A Jolly Good Fellow. A True Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
212 Slippery Ben ; or, The Boy Spy of the Revolution. By Gen'!
J as. A. Gordon.
213 Young Davy Crockett; or, The Hero of Silver Gulch. By An
Old Scout.
214 Jack Wright and His Magnetic Motox; or, The Golden City of
the Sierras. By "Noname."
215 Little Mac, '.l.'he Boy Engineer; or, Bound To Do His Best. By
Jas. c. Merritt.
216 The Boy Money King; or, Working in Wall Street. A Story
of a Smai>t New York Boy. By H. K. Shackleford.
217 "I." A Story of Strange Adventure.
By Richard R. Montgomery
·
.
218 Jack Wright, The Bo[ Inventor, and His Under-Water Ironclad;
or, The 'l'reasure o the Sandy Sea. By "Noname."
219 Gerald O'Grady's Grit; or, The Branded Irish Lad. By Allyn
Draper.
220 Through Thick and Thin; or, Our Boys Abroad. By Howard Austin.
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221 The Demon of the Deep; or, Above and Beneath the Sea. By
Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
222 Jack Wright and His Electric Deers; or, Fighting the Bandits of
the Black Hills. By "Noname."
223 At 12 o'clock; or, The Mystery of the Lighthouse. A Story of the
Revolution. By Gen. Jas. A. Gordon.
224 The Rival Boat Clubs; or, The Boss School at Beechwood. By
Allyn Draper.
225 The Haunted House on the Hudson; or, the Smugglers of the
Sound. By Jas. C. Merritt.
226 Jack Wright and His Prairie Engine, or Among the Bushmen of
Australia. By "Noname."
227 A Mi111on at 20; or, Fighting His Way In Wall Street. By H. K.
Shackleford.
228 Hook and Ladder No. 2. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
229 On Deck; or, The Boy Pllot of Lake Erle. By Allyn Draper.
230 Locomotive Fred; or, Life on the Railroad. By Jas. C. Merritt.
231 Jack Wright and His Electric Air Schooner; or, The Mystery of a
Magic Mine. By "Noname."
232 Philadelphia Phil; or, From a Bootblack to a Merchant. By Howard Austin.
233 Custer's Last Shot ; or, The Boy Trailer of the Little Horn. By
An Old Scout.
234 The Rival Rangers; or, The Sons of Freedom. By Gen. Jas. A.
Gordon.
235 Old Sixty-Nine; or, ':"he Prince of Engineers. By Jas. C. Merritt.
236 A
th Fl W
h'
T
mong
e
re- ors ippers; or, wo New York Boys In Mexico.
By Howard Austin.
237 Jack Wright and his Electric Sea Motor ; or, The Search for a
Drifting Wreck. By "Noname."
238 Twenty Years on an Island; or, The Story of a Castaway. By
Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
239 Colorado Carl ; or, The King of the Saddle. By An Old Scout.
240 Hook and Ladder Jack, the Daring Young Fireman. By Ex-Fire
Chief Warden .
241 Ice-Bound; or, Among the Floes. By Berton Bertrew.
242 Jack Wright and His Ocean Sleuth-Hound; or, Tracking an Under-Water• Treasure. By "Noname."
243 The Fatal Glass; or, The Traps and Snares of New York. A
True Temperance Story. By .Joo. B. Dowd.
244 The Maniac Engineer; or, A Life's Mystery. By Jas. c. Merritt.
245 Jack Wright and His Electric Locomotive; or, The Lost Mine of
Death Valley. By "Noname."
246 The Ten Boy Scouts. A Story of the Wild West. By An Old
Scout.
247 Young H1'ckory the Spy " or Man Woman, or Boy. By Gen'!
'
•
•
•
Jas. A. Gordon.
124 8 Dick Bangle, the Boy Actor. By N. S. Wood (The Young Amerlcan Actor).
249 A New York Boy In the Soudan; or, The Mahdi's Slave. By How·
~~~

250 Jack ~right and His Electric Balloon Ship; or, 30,000 Leagues
Above the Earth. By "Noname."
251 The Game-Cock of Deadwood; A Story of the Wild North West. By
25 2 HJas. CH. MkerrTitht. B , F'
f N 1
Al
.
H' p
arry . oo • . e oy ireman o
o. ; or, ways at 1s oat. By
_
Ex. F1!e·Chief Warden.
.
2o3 The Waifs of New tork. By N. S. Wood (The Young American
Actor.)
.
.
.
2 5 4 Jack "\'right a~?- His Dal!~Y of the Deep; or, Driven Atloat ID the S\la
of Fire. By Noname.
.
25 5 In the 8ea of Ice; or, The Perils_of a Boy Wbal«'.r. By Berto~ Bertrew.
25 6 Mad Anthony Wayne, The He10 of Stony Pomt. By Gen I. Jaa. A.
Gordon.
.
.
1
2 5 7 The Arka!'sas. Scout; or, F1ghtmg ~he Redsk!ns- By An Old Scoot.
258 Jack Wrights Demon oftheP!a.JDs;or, Wi!dAdventuresAmongthe
Cowboys.
2 59 The Merry Ten; or, The Shadows of a Social C'lub, By Jno. B. Dowd.
2 60 Dan Driver the Boy Engineer o! the Mountain Express· or Rail·
road.ing on the Denver and Rio Grande
'
'
·
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THE STAGE.

~o. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
SOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
nost famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is comulete without
. his wonderful httle book.
~ '.'<o . . 4?. THE J?OYS 01<~ NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.vonta1!1rng a vaned asso,rtD;lent of .s tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
rnd Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
uent and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
.\.~D JOKI<J B<?OK.:--Something new a?d very instructive. Every
~ oy. s~ould obtam this ~ook . as it contams full instructions for or{amzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-Thi s is one of the most original
loke l?<>oks ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
:ol!tarns a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
rerrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the ~ay. Every boy .who can enjo,v a good substantial joke should
?btam a copy immediately.
No . . 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing com"lete mstruct1ons how to make up fo r various characters on the
4,tage,; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N? . 80. G US WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK-Containing the lat-est Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
Sixty-four pages· handsome
~ver popular German comedian.
~olored cover containing a half-tone photo of the autho~.

-

No: 31. HQW TO .BECOME A SPEAKEJR.-Containin g four>
teen 1llust rat10us, g1vmg the diffe rent pos it ions requisite to becomt
a good spea ker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
all the po~u l a r !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
simple am1 concise manner possible .
No. 49 . .HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting de
bates, outhnes for debates, questions for discussion and the bes
sources for procuring informa't ion on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of fiirtat:on arc;
fully <>xpluined by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha.i...dkerch ief., fan, glove, paraso l, window and hat flirtation, ~t con~ams a .foll li st of the langna!(e and sentiment of flowers, which is
m.terest1ng to everybody, bo th old and young. You cannot be happy
wi t ho ut one.
. ~o . 4. HOW .'1'0 DANCE is the title of a new and handsome.
l~t t1e .book Just issued by l•' rank Tousey. It contains full instr.u
t10ns m the a r t of dancing, et iq uette in the ball-room and at parties
bow to dress, and fu ll directions for ca lling off in all popular squart
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO l\IAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love
courtship and ma!Tiage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquett;
to be ohsen ·e<l, 11 ith many curious and interesting things not g<'n·
uall,v known.
~o . 17. ROW •.ro DRESS.- Contaiuing full instruction in tht
a rt o~ dressing and appea!·ing well at home and abroad, giviug th•
sel ~ct10ns of colors, material. and how to have them made ui, .lo
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOl\IE BEAU'l'IFUL.-One of th•
HOUSEKEEPING .
l;,nghtest and. most valuable litt le books ever given to the world,
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybod,Y wishes to. kn?w how to become beautiful, both male and
>lull instruction.s fot• constructing a window garden either in town female. .rhe secret 1s simple, and almost costless. Read this boo~
:>r country, and the most approved methods for rai-sing beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
llowers at home. '.fhe most complete book of the kind ever pub'. ished.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW '1'0 COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW '.rO KEEP BCRDS.-Handsomely illustrated an4!
meats,
cooking
for
recipes
contains.
It.
JU cooking ever published.
containing full instructions for the management and training of tbf
~sh, game, and o.v sters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of canary. mockingbird, bobolink, blackl.Jird, paroqnet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POCLTRY, PIGEONS ANn
'ooks.
.RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu111
for
information
ains
t
con
HOUSE.-It
KEEP
TO
No. 37. HOW
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
~verybo dy, boys, girls, men and women; ;-~ wi ll teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint{!
'.llake almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats. squirrels and birdt
birds.'
Jrackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching
.\l so how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrin·gto11
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-~
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY. -A de- valuable bo(\k, g iving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountinE
1cription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys. Batte ri es'.
No .. 54. HO~V TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE PETS.-Giving com. etc. ~Y George Trebel, A. l\I., M. D. Containing over fi fty il- plet~ mforma~ 1 on as to the m.anner an.d method of raising, keepinf
1ustrat1ons.
tanung, breedmg, and managmg all kmds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHI "ES.-Con- instructi.ons for m!lkini: cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigM
ta~ning full uirections for making electrical machines, induction 1llustrat1ons, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind evtr•
~oils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electri city. published.
Sy R. A. R. B ennett. Fully illustr ated.
M ISCE LLA N EOUS.
No. 67. HOW '1.'0 DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO BI<:CO;\IE A SCIENTIST.-A useful and h~
a rge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
' structive book, giving a complete t reatise on chemistry; also eJ:
:ogether with illustrations. B y A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics. mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di
rections for making fireworks, co lored fires, and gas balloons. 'l;hlil
ENTERTAINMEN T.
be equaled .
. ·o. 9. HOW TO BECOi\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-B y Harrv book cannot
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book fo .
Kennedy . The secret given away. Every in telligent boy reading making
ali kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc .
.his book of instru ctions. by a practical professor (delighting multiNo. 19.-FRANK TOUSEY'S UN ITED STATES DIST:A.NC~
~ udes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
POCKE'.r CO;\IPAl'fION AND GUIDE.-Giving th ,
ut, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the T4-~LES,
official distances on all the railroads of the United States an~ ·
,reatest book rve r published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
Also t ab le of distances by water to foreign ports, ha~
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada.
fares in the princi'pal cities, r eports of the census, etc., etc., makinn,
7ery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium it
~
one of the most complete and hand,v books published
:if games, sports, ca rd diversions, comic recitations, etc .. suitable
No. 38. HO W TO BECOME YOGR OWN DOCTOR.-A womfor parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the derful
th®
in
information
practical
and
l
book. containing usefu
noney than an,v book published.
of ordinary diseases and ailments common to eveey
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and usefu l little treatment
recipes for general com·
fam.ily.
)ook, containing the rul es an d r'!gulations of billiards, bagatelle, plaints. Abounding in useful and effective
'Jackgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
AND COINS.-Co~
STAMPS
COLLECT
No. 55. HOW TO
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Con taining all taining
valuable information regarding the collecting and arranginic,
r:he leading con undrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches of
stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
•nd witty sayings.
58. HOW TO BE A DE'l'ECTIVE.-By Old King Brad!'
No. 52. HO\V 'l'O PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little theNo.
world-known detective. In which he la ys down some valuabl·
~oo.k, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Cribrules for beginners, and also relates some adventur~
sensible
and
·Jage. Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, P ed ro Sancho, Draw Poker, and experiences
of well-known detectives.
A.u ction Pitch. All Fours. and many other popular games of cards.
60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-C ontalir
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containin. g o'l;er three bun- ingNo.
l informat ion regarding the Camera and how to work It .,
.ired interesting puzzlE>s and conundrums. with key to same. A also usefu
how to make Photographi c l\fagic Lantern Slides ·and otht .
~omplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOl\IE A WEST POI NT MILITAR'i''
No. 13. HOW TO DO I'l'; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It CADET.-Containing
full explanations bow to gain admittance~
a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know course of Stud,v, Examinations,
Duties, Staff of Officers, p~1 ,
•ll about. There's happin ess in it.
ice Regulations. Fire Department, and all a boy shouH·
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard,toPol
written by Lu Sena rens, au the,
and
Compiled
Cadet.
a.
be
)f good soci ety and the easiest" and most approved methodstof ap- know
to Become a Naval Cadet."
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How
No. 63. HOW TO RECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete larn the drawing-room.
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis Nava1
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptlo©
DECLAMATION.
of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a ~
~o. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS.
know to become an officer in the United States Navy. CoJllle
-Containing the most popular seledions in use. comprising Dutch shou ldand
written hv Ln Senarens, author of "How tel !Hcom~ --i
Jialect. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled
·
West Point Militar~· Cadet."
..,itb many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.

.A. Weekly :Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories a.re based on actual facts and give a. faithful
account of the ·e xciting a.dventures of a brave band of American
youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives
for the sake of helping a.long the ga.llant cause of Independence.
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading mattert
bound in a. bea.utiful colored cover.
•

LATEST

I

ISSU ES:

48 The J,\berty Boys' Setback; or, Defeated, But Not Disgraced.
49 The Liberty Boys In Toryvllle; or, Dick Slater's Fearful Risk.
50 The Liberty Boys Aroused; or, Str iking Strong Blows for Llbertt·
ul The Liberty Boys' Triumph; or, Beatmg the Redcoats at Their
Own Game.
52 The r,\berty Boys' Scare; or, A Miss as Good as a Mlle.
53 '!' he Liberty Boys' Danger; or, Foes on All Sides.
54 The Liberty Hoys' Flight; or, A Very Narro.y Escape.
55 The Liberty Boys' Strategy; or, Out-Generahng the Enemy.
5G The Li~erty Boys' Warm Work; or, Showing the Redcoats How
B
d t G t Th .
toL.l?1ght. B
, "P h"
57 The 1berty oys
us
; or, oun
o e
eie.
Anthony"
58 The Liberty Bo;vs' Despe rate Charge; or, With "Mad
TheatLli~~.~~ ~~~':,~· Justice, And How They Dealt It Out.
59
60 The Liberty Boys Bombarded ; or, A Very Warm Time.
61 The Liberty Boys' Sealed Orders ; or, Going it .Blind.
G2 The Liberty Boys' Daring Stroke· or With "Light-Horse Harry" '
at Paulus Hook.
'
'
63 'The Liberty Boys' Lively Times; or, Here, There and Everywhere.
64 '!'he Liberty Boys' "Lone Hand"; or, Fighting Against Great
Odds.
65 The Liberty Boys' lllascot; or, The Idol of the Company.
66 The Liber ty Boys' Wrath; or, Going for the Redcoats Roughshod.
67 The U berty lloys' Battle for Life; or, 'l'he Hardest Struggle of
Al l.
68 The Liberty Bors' Lost ; or, The Trap That Did Not Work.
6 9 '!'he Liberty Boys " J onah"; or , The Youth Who "Queered" Everything.
70 The Liberty Boys' Decoy; or, Baiting the British.
71 The Liberty Boys Lured ; or, The Snare the Enemy Set.
72 The Liberty Boys' Ransom; or, In the Hands of the Tory Outlaws.
73 The Liberty Boys as Sleuth-Hounds ; or, Trailing Benedict Arnold.
74 The Liberty Boys "Swoop"; or, Scatter ing the Redcoats Like
Ch all'.
75 T h e Liberty Boys' "Hot Time" ; or, Lively Work in Old Virgi nia.
76 The Uberty Boys' Daring Scheme ; or, Their Plot to Capture the
King's Son.
77 ·The Liberty Boys' Bold l\Iove ; or, Into the Enemy's Country.
7'1 The Liberty Boys' Beacon Light; or, The Signal on the Mountain.
70 The Liberty Bo~• s' H onor; or, 'l' he Promise That W!!s. Kept.
80 The r,iberty Boys' "Ten Strike" : or. Bowling tbe Br1t1sh Over.
81 'The Liberty Boys' Gratitude, and How they Showed It.
82 The Liberty Boys and the Georgia Giant; or, A Hard Man to
Handle.
83 The Liberty Boys' Dead Line; or, "Cross it If You Dare!"
84 The Liberty Boys "Hoo-Dooed" ; or, Troub le at Every Turn.
8:5 The Liberty Boys' Leap for Life ; or, 'l'he Light that Led Them.
sr. T h e Liberty Boys' Indian Friend ; or, T he Redskin who Fough t for
Independence.
87 The Liberty Boys "Going it Blind": or. Taking Big Chances.
88 The Liberty Boys' B lack Band; or, Bumping the British Hard.

89 The Liberty Boys' " H u rry Call"; or, A Wild Dash to Save a .
Friend.
90 The Liberty Boys' Guardian Angel ; or, The Beautiful Maid of the
Mountain.
'll The Uberty Boys' Brave Stand ; or, Set Back but Not Defeated.
92 Th e Liberty Boys "Treed''; or, Warm Work .in the Tall Timber.
93 The Liberty Boys' Dare ; or, Backing the British Down.
94 The Liberty Boys' Best Blows ; or, Beating the British at Bennington.
H5 The Liberty Boys in New J ersey ; or, Boxing the Ears of the Britr
isb Lion.
()6 The Liberty Boys' Daring; or. Not Afraid of Anything.
97 The Libe rty Boys' Long l\Iarch; or, 'l'he :\l ove that Puzzled the
British.
08 Th e Liberty Boys' Bold Front ; or, Hot Times on Harlem Heights.
99 The Liberty Boys in New York; or, Helping to Hold the Great
, ' hClty. .
,
. .
100 f, e L.l be~ ty Boy~ B!g R11sk.' o.r. Ready to Take Chances.
101 lhe L!be1ty Boys D!ag-N~t. 01, hauling the Hedcoats In.
102 ?;he L1be1:ty Boys', L1ghtnmg Wor~.; or, ;Too Fast for the British.
103 Ih,e Llbe1 ty Boys Lucky B lunde r , or, The :\listake that Helped
The m.
104 The Liberty Boys· Shrewd Trick; or, Springing a Big Surprise.
105 'l'be Libe rty Boys' Cunning; or, Outwitting the Enemy.
106 The Liberty Boys' "Big Hit' '; or, Knocking the Redcoats Out.
107 'The Liberty Boys "Wild Ir ishman"; or, A L ively Lad from
Dublin.
108 The Libe rty Boys' Surprise; or, Not Just What They Were LookIng l•'or.
109 Th e Liberty Boys' Treasure; or, A Lu cky Find.
110 'l'he Liberty Boys in Trouble; or, A Bad Run of Luck.
111 The Liberty Boys' Jubilee; or, A Great Day for the Grefl.t Cause.
112 The Libe rty Boys Cornered; or, "Which Way Shall We Turn ?"
113 The Liberty Boys at Valley Forge; or, Enduring Terrible Hardships.
114 The Liberty Boys Missing; or, Lost in the Swamps.
115 The Liberty Boys' Wager. And How Th ey Won It.
116 The Liberty Boys Deceived : or, Tricked but Not Beaten.
117 '!'be Liberty Boys and tbe Dwarf; or, A Da ngerous Bnemy.
118 The f,ibert y Boys' Dead-Shots ; or, 'l'he Deadly Twelve .
119 Tbe Liberty Boys' League; or. 'The Country Boys Who Helped.
120 The Liberty Boys' Neatest Trick; or, How the Redcoats were
~·ooled.

121 'Th e Liberty Boys Stranded; or, Afoot in the Enemy's Country.
122 The Liberty Boys in the Saddle; or, Lively Work for Liberty's
Cause.
123 The Liberty Boys' Bonanza; or, Taking Toll from the Tories.
124 The Libe rty Boys at Saratoga; or, 'The Surrender 6f Burgoyne.
1 25 The Liberty Boys a nd "Old Put.'; or, The Escape at Horseneck.
126 The Libnty Boys' Bugle Call; or. The P lot to Poison Washington.
1 27 The Liberty Boys and "Queen Esther"; or , The ·wyoming Valley
Massacre.
·
128 'l'he Liberty Boys' Horse Guard; or, On the High Hills of Santee. ,
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR Sm- Enclosed find ..... . cents for which please send me:
•... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos .. . .. . ..... . . - ....... ... ... . . .... . .. ... ...... . . . • . . ..... .. .....•.. •
"
" WI LD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .. . . : .......... .. .... .. . .... .. .. .... . . .. ..... .... ........ . .•
" " FRANK READ'E WEEKLY, Nos.... . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. . .. . ..... . . . . ... . ... . ... ..•
" " PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos . . .. ... .. . .. ... . . ....... .. . . . ...... ....... ... .... . . . . .. .'... . ..•
" " SECRET SERVI CE, NOS .. . . . . . - .. . ....... . ..... .. . . .. . . .... . . .. .. . . ... ... .. .... ..... .•• '
"
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ... .... .. ... . .. .......... . .. . . . . . .... .. ... .. . .. . . .. . , • •
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos .... . . ... .. . .. . . ... . .... ... ..... ..... . . . ... .. . ... .... .....• • • •
]ifame .. .. ." .. . ..... .. . .. . . .. .... Street and No.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
'T'"'r.,., .
. .. .. •••• •••••
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